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u: a user to be authenticated.
RS: a Reference Subject.
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Ku: biometric key of user u.
BCu: Biometric Capsule (or Bio-Capsule or BC) of user u.
ExtK : key extraction procedure.
ExtF : feature extraction procedure.
Fuse: fusion procedure.
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xABSTRACT
Sui, Yan Ph.D., Purdue University, August, 2013. Design and Evaluation of a Secure,
Privacy-Preserving and Cancelable Biometric Authentication: Bio-Capsule. Major Pro-
fessors: Professor Xukai Zou and Professor Elisa Bertino.
A large portion of system breaches are caused by authentication failure either during the
system login process or even in the post-authentication session, which is further related to
the limitations associated with existing authentication approaches. Current authentication
methods, whether proxy based or biometrics based, are hardly user-centric; and they either
put burdens on users or endanger users’ (biometric) security and privacy. In this research,
we propose a biometrics based user-centric authentication approach. The main idea is to
introduce a reference subject (RS) (for each system), securely fuse the user’s biometrics
with the RS, generate a BioCapsule (BC) (from the fused biometrics), and employ BCs for
authentication. Such an approach is user-friendly, identity-bearing yet privacy-preserving,
resilient, and revocable once a BC is compromised. It also supports “one-click sign on”
across multiple systems by fusing the user’s biometrics with a distinct RS on each system.
Moreover, active and non-intrusive authentication can be automatically performed during
the user’s post-authentication on-line session. In this research, we also formally prove that
the proposed secure fusion based BC approach is secure against various attacks and com-
pare the new approach with existing biometrics based approaches. Extensive experiments
show that the performance (i.e., authentication accuracy) of the new BC approach is com-
parable to existing typical biometric authentication approaches, and the new BC approach
also possesses other desirable features such as diversity and revocability.
11 INTRODUCTION
User-proxy based authentication (e.g., password, security token) has been well devel-
oped and widely used, it is also both effective and efficient in user authentication [1, 2].
However, the growth in user-credential theft in proxy based authentication and the in-
creased security requirements have prompted investigation of alternative authentication [3,
4]. A central theme of authentication is to authenticate users against characteristics intrinsi-
cally linked with human users rather than some external factors [3]. A promising direction
emerging from this effort is biometrics [5], which binds users to their biological traits.
Biometrics is a technology which uses physiological or behavioral characteristics to
identify or verify a person. Typical characteristics used for authentication include finger-
print, face, and iris. A conventional biometric authentication system consists of two phases:
enrollment and verification as shown in Figure 1.1. During the enrollment phase, biometric
features are extracted from a user’s biometric data and a template is created and stored.
During the verification phase, the same feature extraction algorithm is applied to query
biometric data, and the resulting query features are used to construct a query template.
The query template is matched against the stored template(s) for authentication. Compared
to password/smartcard-based authentication approaches, biometrics-based solutions have
many desired features such as being resistant to losses incurred by theft of passwords and
smartcards, as well as user-friendliness. Biometrics is “what you are” and using biomet-
rics for authentication frees users from carrying smartcards, storing PINs, or remembering
passwords. Biometrics cannot be easily lost or forgotten. Biometrics bears a user’s identity
and it is not easy to be forged.
Currently, the further adoption of biometrics is limited by the security of users’ bio-
metric templates extracted in the biometric authentication process: they are irreplaceable
2once compromised, and original biometric signals can be reconstructed from the biometric
templates [6, 7].
Recently, Galbally et al. has demonstrated a successful reconstruction of the iris image
from an iris template (e.g., binary iriscode) such that synthetic iris images are very realistic
and there is a high chance that they can break into an iris recognition system [8]. Given
a compromised template (e.g., iriscode) B of a user, the proposed approach reconstructed
a normalized iris image IR who associates with iriscode BR, and the attack is successful
when Similarity(B,BR) ≥ σ, where σ is the matching threshold of the iris recognition
system. The approach applies the genetic algorithm which is a heuristic search tool to op-
timize the Similarity(B,BR). The proposed approach uses the 1D Log-Gabor approach
for the development stage to reconstruct the iris images in BioSecure database using their
iriscodes and uses these reconstructed images to test the vulnerabilities of a commercial-
ized iris recognition system – VeriEye. It is also shown that the success rate is around 86%
for a low security point (i.e., FAR = 0.1%) and around 75% for a very high security point
(i.e., FAR=0.0001%). This recent work demonstrates that attacks are possible if the stored
templates (i.e., iriscode) are obtained by the attacker. To avoid the stored templates be-
ing compromised, template encryption and many other template protection techniques are
needed. However, it is worthy of further efforts to investigate if the existing and also the
proposed approaches can effectively defeat such probabilistic reconstruction attack. As ob-
served in this work, iriscodes obtained from one system (1D Log-Gabor system) can help to
attack on a different system (VeriEye). Using different RSs in distinct systems could make
such attack more difficult. Yet, it is challenging to give a formal analysis how difficult it is
to perform such an attack on the existing template protection and proposed BC techniques.
A biometric template is derived from a user’s biometric data and contains the user’s
private information, thus its compromise may divulge sensitive information of the human
user (e.g., gender, possible disease).
According to [3], an ideal secured biometric system possesses the following properties:
• Security and Privacy: it is computationally hard to obtain the original biometrics
from the stored data, e.g., the secured template, the helper data, and the system is
3Figure 1.1.: Conventional biometric authentication
able to defeat various attacks. The usage of biometrics does not reveal user privacy
information.
• Revocability (Cancelability): it is feasible to reissue a new template based on the
same biometrics, thus a compromised template is revocable.
• Diversity and Cross-matching Resistance: based on the same biometrics, different
versions of secured biometric templates can be generated, while the secured tem-
plates do not allow cross-matching among databases.
• Performance: the distinguishability of the original biometrics is properly maintained,
thus the system performance is not degraded.
Intensive research has been conducted to address the security and revocability of bio-
metrics as well as the user privacy, and concepts like biometric cryptosystem (BCS) [9–16]
and cancelable biometrics (CB) [17–21] have emerged from this research. Biometric cryp-
tosystem was originally developed for securing a cryptographic key using biometrics or
directly generating a cryptographic key from biometrics [22,23], and it was further used to
enhance the security of an existing secret [24, 25]. BCS can be used for authentication by
matching the exactness of outputted keys. Cancelable biometrics applies a transformation
function to the biometrics and matches the biometrics in the transformed domain [17]. The
usage of the transformation provides both cancelability and privacy-preservation, and the
irreversibility of the transformation provides security.
Typical authentication approaches do not distinguish the initial log-in user from the cur-
rent user during an open session of the system as long as the session remains active. Thus,
attackers can target at a post-authentication session, which may cause system breaches.
4Active authentication seeks to address this problem by developing ways to continuously
sample credentials from a user to validate user’s identity. An effective active authentica-
tion needs to be non-intrusive and cost-effective, that is, the active authentication should be
transparent to users and cause no (much) inconvenience for the users to accomplish their
usage of the system [26].
A promising direction is biometrics. Biometrics can be collected in a non-intrusive
way, thus users are not asked for active cooperation. Without distracting the users, bio-
metrics authentication can be incorporated into the system. Also biometrics binds users
to their intrinsically biological traits and can not be easily separated from users compared
to other artificially-bound credentials, e.g., passwords, tokens. In a sense, biometrics can
provide more safety. However, there are several challenges for utilizing biometrics in ac-
tive authentication. Firstly, biometrics collection is a fuzzy process, thus the system can
face a situation that at a given time, poor quality biometrics or no biometrics observations
are obtained, e.g., face image collection when the user walked away from cameras, typing
keystrokes when the user is listening to music. Secondly, the goal of active authentication
is akin to detect the absence of the log-in user or the presence of an intruder efficiently (i.e.,
security), as well as maintain the legal usage of the system (i.e., usability). These two fac-
tors can be contradicting, and finding a good trade-off between them can be critical. Finally,
the biometrics based active authentication requires innovative and attack-resilient solutions.
Active authentication system repeatedly sends biometric credentials to the authentication
server, thus besides the potential attacks of conventional one-time authentication system,
e.g., replay attacks, etc., the attacker can accumulate more information about the user and
perform other attacks, e.g., spoofing user biometrics through data accumulation. Biomet-
rics is user-specific, and compromise of biometrics may reveal user private information
(e.g., gender, possible disease) thus infringe user privacy.
Existing active authentication systems mostly focus on tackling the first two issues,
while rarely consider system security and user privacy issues which have been identified in
conventional one-time authentication [27, 28].
51.1 Current Status of Biometric Authentication
According to a recent survey [4], there are limitations associated with both BCS and
CB. Compared to conventional biometric systems, a noticeable decrease [4,29] of the BCS
performance is observed because of the hardness of alignments of biometrics and higher
degree of quantization at feature level. Also for the BCS, the system performance and
key entropy are highly related, and a direct relation between the maximum length of keys
and the error rates has been identified by [30] which is defined as k ≤ − log2 FAR. For
a generic cryptographic purpose (e.g., with a 128-bit key) maintaining an FAR ≤ 2−k
can be too rigorous and difficult to achieve in the BCS. Also the BCS uses helper data
which contains information about biometrics and is a factor to affect the security and pri-
vacy leakage [31]. For the CB, the provable security (e.g., irreversibility and unlinkability)
is hardly done, and for some approaches it is also a sophisticated work [4]. Also, in the
case of hardness of alignments of biometrics and the complexity of transformation, per-
formance decrease is also observed. However, some approaches can report an increase in
performance, especially by introducing an additional factor, e.g., user-specific PIN/token,
for transformation. According to [4], this performance gain can be caused by unpractical
assumptions during evaluation, and the user-specific transformation parameters have to be
assumed compromised for such evaluation. From [4], existing BCS and CB approaches
have complications in addressing one or more above five properties.
1.2 Main Contribution of the Dissertation
In this research, we propose a BioCapsule (BC) and use the BC for user authentication
(and identification as well) to address these issues in a comprehensive manner. We pro-
posed the BC concept in [32]. The BC generation method in [32] is based on the difference
of the user’s biometric feature and that of a proposed construct: reference subject (RS).
However, there are some limitations related to such a difference based BC design. First,
such a generation is at the feature level, thus its scope is limited. Secondly, the formal
6security proof is difficult to obtain and it generally assumes that the RS is a physical entity
and physically protected.
In this dissertation, we present a brand new BC generation method based on “secure
fusion” of the user biometrics and the RS biometrics. The fusion process applies to differ-
ent levels of biometric processing such as signal, feature or template. Moreover, a (user-
intrinsic) cryptographic key is extracted from the user’s biometric feature and is used during
the process of secure fusion. Thus, the new fusion based BC construction is more usable
and flexible, and it is proven to be secure, resilient to different attacks, and tolerant to the
disclosure of both the RS and BC (thus, the RS in this new method can be a physical or
logical entity). The proposed BC approach can be applied in continuous authentication
model to fulfill a secure and privacy-preserving continuous authentication.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Related works are briefly reviewed
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the newly proposed biometrics-based authentication ap-
proach. Section 3.2 introduces the model of the new BC based authentication. Section 3.3,
Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 present the key components of the new BC based authentica-
tion: key extraction, secure fusion and the integration of secure fusion with existing bio-
metric processes. Formal proof of security and privacy-preservation analysis is presented
in Section 3.6. Chapter 4 presents experimental results of the proposed BC authentication.
Chapter 5 presents the proposed BC-based continuous authentication approach. Chapter 6
presents experimental results of the proposed BC based continuous authentication. Chap-
ter 7 further analyzes the BC approach by comparing it with existing ones from two as-
pects: security and performance, also it compares the BC based continuous authentication
with current continuous authentication approaches. Chapter 8 draws our conclusions and
presents our future work.
72 RELATED WORK
Emerging techniques for user authentication involve proxy-based authentication, tra-
ditional biometric authentication, cognitive authentication, BCS, CB and the hybrid ap-
proach. In the following, we discuss them one by one.
Proxy-based authentication uses either passwords, or identification cards and tokens
[2, 33]. The primary limitation of proxy-based authentication is that a user’s credentials
are artificially bound to a user. Passwords and PINs can be forgotten or stolen, and the
identification cards and tokens can be lost and also stolen. Once those are acquired by
the attacker, the attacker has total access to the user’s resources. Also, there is no pro-
tection against repudiation by user’s credentials. User’s credentials can be shared with a
colleague, and there is no way for the system to distinguish the actual user from the ille-
gitimate one. Traditional proxy-based authentication has become inadequate in this way.
Moreover, memorizing/carrying (multiple) PINs/tokens is difficult for individuals and re-
use of a PIN/token across systems can result in cross-system breaches [34].
Traditional biometrics provides an alternative for proxy-based authentication. Biomet-
rics binds users to their biological traits, either physiological traits, e.g., iris [35], palm-
print [36], sclera [37], or behavior traits, e.g., mouse dynamics [38], gait [39]. As indicated
previously, a limitation of traditional biometrics is security, user privacy risk and irreplace-
ability.
Cognitive biometrics [40–42] can be used to improve the revocability property. Cogni-
tive biometrics represents a new approach to generate a “thought signature” of people using
biological signals that characterize the brain’s response to certain stimuli, giving a high de-
gree of uniqueness to the individual. Revocability is provided by training a new thinking
process and generating a new “thought signature” to replace the compromised one. How-
8ever, catching brain signals requires special equipment, thus it lowers the usability of the
cognitive biometrics. Also, the thinking process may change over time.
Biometric cryptosystems can be used for user authentication by matching the exact-
ness of the outputted keys. The majority of BCSs require some biometric-dependent public
information (known as helper data), which is not supposed to reveal much information
about the biometrics; with the helper data, the cryptographic key is retrieved or extracted
from the query biometrics. The helper data are either obtained by binding a chosen key
to biometrics or derived only from biometrics. BCSs use different techniques to deal with
biometric variance, e.g., some schemes apply error correction codes [9, 13], and some oth-
ers apply quantization [43]. The introduction of helper data, in some circumstances, e.g.,
multiple copy of helper data extracted from the single biometrics, may create vulnerabil-
ities [44]. However, without using helper data it is believed that extracting a sufficiently
long and revocable key is not feasible because of the information entropy limitation of
most biometric characteristics [4]. BCSs reveal a noticeable decrease in recognition per-
formance according to [29] because of the hardness of alignments of biometrics and higher
degree of quantization at feature level [4]. Utilizing error correction codes and cryptogra-
phy, secure sketches, an idea generalized by Dodis et al. [45], allows error correction of
a noisy input. Secure sketches can be used as primitives to build fuzzy extractors which
extract a uniformly random string. Secure sketches and fuzzy extractors, as primitive for-
malisms, have been used in concrete BCSs. The fuzzy vault scheme [9, 10] can be used
as a secure sketch for set difference. The fuzzy vault schemes use chaff points to hide the
genuine points (a description of user biometrics); the usage of chaff points makes the sys-
tem vulnerable to some attacks [46]. The fuzzy commitment scheme [13] and its concrete
implementations [11, 12] can be used as a fuzzy extractor for hamming distance. Systems
based on the fuzzy commitment scheme can suffer from certain vulnerabilities [31], i.e.,
decodability attack [47]. Quantization has also been used frequently in BCSs [14, 15]. In
general biometrics, several enrollment samples are trained to derive appropriate intervals
for feature quantization. As in [15], the authors apply a context-based reliable component
selection and construct intervals for the most reliable features of each subject. However,
9such approaches require multiple samples from each subject to reliably extract helper data.
In some circumstances, obtaining those multiple samples could be difficult.
Cancelable biometrics applies a transformation on traditional biometrics and matches
the biometrics in a transformed domain for authentication. Cancelable biometrics was first
introduced by Ratha et al. in [17]. Pillai et al. [18] use random projections which embed
biometrics from a higher dimensional space to a lower dimensional space. However, it is
shown that the system is less secure if an attacker obtaining both the random projection
parameters and the transformed patterns. Biotoken was proposed by [19, 20] to transform
original biometric feature via scaling and translation into a transformed version. The trans-
formed feature is split into a stable part termed integer and unstable part. There are several
questions associated with this approach, e.g., how to design the function which separates
biometric features into stable and unstable parts, and how to apply the approach to other
biometrics. Ouda et al. [21] proposed a tokenless cancelable biometrics. This approach
extracts consistent bits from original iris codes by training a set of images from each sub-
ject. The consistent bits are mapped to another set of bits (system selected) to constitute
the protected BioCode. This approach requires an enrolling user to provide enough train-
ing images to satisfy the “consistence”. The discriminative capability of the “consistent”
sequence determines the performance; the length of a “consistent” sequence is critical to
the security, which is not provided in the paper.
Some hybrid approaches using both BCS or CB and proxy are proposed. The biohash-
ing scheme [48,49] operates as a key-binding scheme but combined user-specific tokenized
random numbers to generate a set of binary bit strings. Given the binary string, it is not
feasible to recover biometric data. Several works note that the improved performance of
biohashing could be achieved with subject-specific tokenized random numbers [50, 51],
however if the token is stolen, the system accuracy deteriorates. Nandakumar et al. pro-
posed a hardened fuzzy vault using a user-specific secret key or password [52]. Introducing
user-specific information, however, has an impact on the user-friendliness/convenience of
the biometric system. It was also pointed out that such a “stolen-key scenario” must be
considered for system evaluation, otherwise biometrics is trivial since the system could
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rely on the key without any complications [53]. Introducing the additional factor which
is not intrinsically bound to the user, logically creates more vulnerabilities. It could also
suffer from the same issues of traditional knowledge-based and token-based systems as
those information can be stolen, lost or forgotten. The user-specific key is an additional
factor correlated to each individual, which has a chance to reveal user-privacy. Further
introducing a so-called user-specific key makes the identification under non-cooperative
identification troublesome.
Ross et al. [54] explore the possibility of using visual cryptography for biometric pri-
vacy. In this approach, a biometric data are decomposed into pieces such that each piece
can be stored in one server, and the original biometric data can be recovered when all pieces
are available. The approach provides user privacy since pieces of information do not reveal
original data. The approach is a new trial of using cryptography for biometric privacy, the
cooperation between the different servers is essential however.
Different from above approaches, Othman and Ross [55] generate virtual identities by
mixing two different fingerprints at the image level obtained from two different fingers to
conceal the original identities. The security and cancelability need further studied such as
the impact on the original fingerprints if mixed fingerprint compromised, and the possibility
to generate new mixed fingerprint if original fingerprints compromised.
Above we reviewed the different approaches on secure biometric system, which are
mainly used for one-time authentication. Active authentication has been dealt with indi-
rectly in various areas including free-text detection of keystrokes dynamics biometrics [56,
57], and mouse dynamics biometrics recognition [38, 58]. There is certain research going
on to directly deal with active authentication also [59, 60].
Biometrics based active authentication has been studied in the application of protecting
PCs and workstations. Niinuma et al. proposed using soft biometrics (i.e., user face color,
clothing color) and hard biometrics (i.e., face eigenfeatures) for active authentication [59].
There are four different modes of this active authentication: 1) a password-based initial
authentication which registers user’s face color, clothing color and the eigenface; 2) a con-
tinuous authentication using face color and clothing color; 3) enrollment template update if
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illumination change is detected; and 4) a re-login authentication using eigenface. The sys-
tem registered a user template at password log-in, thus if the password is stolen the system
will always think the impostor is the legitimate user. Also the system uses soft biometrics
only to judge if the log-in user is present, while soft biometrics can be less robust compared
to hard biometrics, since users can dress similar clothes (e.g., uniforms) and have similar
face color.
Physiological biometrics has been used a lot in active authentication [60–67]. Sim et
al. proposed to use face and fingerprint for authentication [61]. They use holistic score fu-
sion to integrate face and fingerprint observations over time. However, the system requires
training. Niinuma et al. proposed an active authentication using physiological biometrics
without pre-registration [62]. The system registers user face and body at the password
log-in and uses decaying weighted function to integrate the similarity score of face and
body between the registered template and the template derived from the sampled biomet-
rics for continuous authentication. A major issue is that the system will not be secure if the
password is compromised.
There are efforts using behavior biometrics (e.g., keystrokes, mouse movement) for
active authentication [68–70]. Monrose et al. proposed to use keystroke dynamics for ac-
tive authentication. They collected timing information (e.g., duration and latency) through
training and found those keys and key combinations that are used often by the user and
typed in a stable way. There are many challenges in using keystrokes for active authen-
tication. Firstly, users are using their devices on free text, thus finding stable “features”
is critical. Secondly, the way users use their devices can be highly dynamic and easily
affected by their mood, health situations, etc. Finally, training can be a burden to users.
Human cognitive biometrics is intrinsically in a continuous way, thus it could be used
for active user authentication. Cognitive biometrics is defined as methods and technologies
for the recognition of humans based on the measurements of signals generated directly or
indirectly from their thought processes, and commonly seen biosignals include electrocar-
diogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG) and electrodermal response (EDR). There
is a framework proposed by [71] which uses ECG for continuous authentication in a spe-
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cific context (i.e., health-care system). There is a need of special equipment to capture
the biosignals or specific measurements to quantify the cognitive biometrics, which can
become a limitation of general usage of cognitive biometrics based active authentication.
There are also efforts on the ownership factors used for active authentication. Radio-
frequency identification (RFID) has been explored in a corporate environment [72]. The
system uses a knowledge- or biometrics-based authentication scheme to gain initial entry
to a system, while RFID is used subsequently to continuously verify the presence of a
valid user. However, the RFID can be lost or stolen, and there are more privacy concerns
using the RFID, e.g., tracking employee, tracking people location, identifying groupness
of multiple RFIDs.
Besides the corporate environment in [72], the active authentication can be applied
in more scenarios, e.g. location-aware application [73], combining with intrusion detec-
tion [74, 75], ubiquitous environments [71].
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3 BIOMETRICS BASED AUTHENTICATION
This chapter presents the proposed biometrics based authentication approach.
3.1 Assumptions and Threat Model
A biometric authentication system contains two stages as presented in Chapter 1: regis-
tration and verification. Initially, the system samples and pre-processes the user biometrics.
From the preprocessed biometrics, biometric features are extracted and a biometric creden-
tial (i.e., biometric template) is generated for registration. During any future verification,
the user is sampled again and through the same processes a query biometric credential (i.e.,
query template) is generated and matched against the registered one.
Attack on the database
MatcherFeature
ExtractorAcquisition
Data
Stored
Templates
Yes/No
Fake Biometrics
Figure 3.1.: Biometric system attack model.
For such a typical biometric authentication system, a few possible attacks have been
identified as shown in Figure 3.1 [3]. It is possible that user biometrics is obtained by the
attacker from other sources, and a spoofed biometrics is generated and presented to the
data acquisition module. Defeating such an attack requires the capability of the biomet-
ric authentication system to distinguish the biometrics sampled from a live person from
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that of a spoofed one. There have been some research observed to do this liveness detec-
tion [76–78]. Concerning the communication channels between two biometric modules,
the attacker can perform an injection attack. In Figure 3.1 (Figure 3.1 shows simplified
model of biometric system, here we omit preprocessing and template generation modules),
we have labeled such possible attack points using green dots. The attacker can perform
injection attack as following: 1) inject synthesized biometric data or data obtained from
a legitimate user into the channel between data acquisition module and feature extraction
module; 2) inject biometric feature into the channel between feature extraction module and
matching module; 3) inject matching decision outputted by the matching module. These
attacks are due to the lack of secure channels between biometric modules. To defeat such
an attack, cryptography techniques can be explored to build a secure channel. Another pos-
sible attack on biometric system is data interception. The attacker can explore the weakness
of the system to get information about user biometrics. Similarly, in Figure 3.1 we use blue
dots to label the possible attack points of this data interception attack. Also the attacker
can compromise some biometric modules, such as the matcher (labeled as yellow dot).
One of the most serious attack on the biometric system is the attack against the biometric
system database. The system database stores biometric credentials (e.g., template). These
credentials (of conventional biometric systems) are irreplaceable once compromised. And
from the compromised biometric credentials, the synthesized biometric data/feature can be
reconstructed which are then injected into the biometric system. Moreover, the compro-
mised templates can be directly injected into the channel between the template generation
module and matching module. In addition, the compromised template from one biometric
system (e.g., banking database) can be cross-matched to another biometric system (e.g.,
health care system) to obtain user information thus infringes user privacy. In this disser-
tation, we assume that the system has liveness detection mechanisms, secure channels,
and intact biometric modules. One major work of the dissertation is to proposed a secure,
privacy-preserving, and cancelable biometric system which can defeat the attack against on
information stored in biometric system database. In Figure 3.2, we label the attacks that
are concerned in the BC authentication system.
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Attack on the database
MatcherFeature
ExtractorAcquisition
Data
Stored
Templates
Yes/No
Figure 3.2.: BC system attack model.
3.2 Biometrics Based Authentication – New Model
The proposed authentication system also contains two stages as shown in Figure 3.3:
registration and verification. Initially, the system samples the RS1. For registration, the user
biometrics is fused with the RS biometrics, and from the fused biometrics the user’s BC
is generated. During any future verification, the user biometrics is sampled again and his
biometrics is fused with the RS’s (re-sampled if using a physical RS) again and the derived
BC is compared with the stored BC.
Verification
Feature
Extraction
Feature
Extraction Matching
Data
Preprocessing
Data
Acquisition
Data
Acquisition
Data
Preprocessing
Generation
BC
Generation
BC
Y/N
User
Registration
Figure 3.3.: The new BC based authentication model.
Selection and setting of RS in the system. The RS can be a physical one or a logical
one. A physical RS is some object from which RS biometrics can be sampled on-the-fly,
and a logical RS can be a biometric image. RS is a system-wise object and managed by the
authentication system, not by a user, which frees users’ burden on carrying or memorizing
something. Typically, RS is configured with the authentication server; since the compro-
mised RS will not jeopardize the biometric security and users’ privacy, the RS can also be
1The RS can be a physical object or an image. Although a physical RS can increase an attacker’s difficulty in
stealing the RS, the scheme does not require this physical configuration due to the scheme’s resiliency to RS
disclosure.
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located on client sites. For example, a RS can be configured on client computers at security
check points which scan the RS and passenger biometrics and send then the computed BC
to the authentication server for authentication. A diagram of a system with the RS at the
authentication server is shown in Figure 3.4. The user’s biometrics is captured via (built-
in) camera of the authentication client and sent to the authentication server. Through some
preprocessing (omitted in the figure), the user biometrics is fused with the RS biometrics
which is either sampled against a physical object on-the-fly or a logical one stored in the
server. The server matches the generated BC against the BC stored in the BC database for
an authentication decision (“Y/N”).
Figure 3.4.: Diagram of the system.
Where to locate and how to configure the RS in a system depends on the system’s
configuration, security, and application requirements, such as whether a secure transmis-
sion channel exists between the authentication server and the user client, and whether the
computer used as the authentication server is powerful enough to sample and compute BC
without becoming a performance bottleneck. In most critical environments such as mili-
tary systems and nuclear power stations, a physically protected RS should be used, since a
physical RS will prevent attackers from trying to compromise RS remotely. The RS can be
considered as a (system-wise) salting mechanism. This mechanism needs the extracted key
and features from the RS for salting. A random secret key may be directly used as the RS.
It is not clear whether a random secret key has the characteristics of a biometric image such
that the secret key and features can be extracted and then fused with the user biometrics.
And it is worthy of further efforts to investigate if using a random secret key (as a logical
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RS) for salting can give us the same security strength and matching performance as does a
biometric RS.
Design criteria for the BC. Designing a fusion process and generating a BC is a great
challenge. To design an effective fusion and BC construction mechanism, we have the
following considerations:
• What impact does the fused biometrics have on the matching performance? Are the
users still representable by the fused biometrics? If the user biometrics is surpassed
by the RS biometrics, the fused biometrics will be less discriminative thus deterio-
rating matching performance.
• Are the user biometrics and the fused biometrics correlated; or are the fused biomet-
rics using different RSs correlated? If there is a strong correlation between the user
biometrics and fused biometrics, or among the fused biometrics using different RSs,
there would be a vulnerability of cross-matching thus infringing user privacy.
Our primary design criteria for the BC follow the requirements of biometric protec-
tion [3], that is security and revocability (against BC compromise, also to protect user pri-
vacy), diversity (to defeat cross-matching attack and protect user privacy), distinguishabil-
ity (for authentication accuracy), as well as usability (for user convenience and acceptance
of the BC). Our design rationale for such BC generation includes the following:
• the user and the RS are treated equally and the BC bears no hints that the user is
weighted more than the RS;
• introduce user-intrinsic key extraction for generating a user-specific RS, thus reduc-
ing the risk resulting from sharing the common secret (i.e., RS) by all users;
• keys are extracted in such a way that can balance between key stability and distin-
guishability;
• it is difficult to get the user’s biometrics (or the RS’s) by reversing a user’s BC along
with the RS’s biometrics (or the user’s).
Our designed BC generation model is shown in Figure 3.5. From user (RS) biometrics,
user (RS) key is extracted and used for RS (user) biometrics transformation. Transformed
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User Biometrics RS Biometrics
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Template
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Figure 3.5.: The BC generation model.
user biometrics and RS biometrics are fused, and from fused biometrics a BioCapsule is
generated.
Evaluation metrics and property definition. To formally analyze the proposed ap-
proach and other approaches, we propose the following measurements for a biometric sys-
tem. Based on an information theory metric (i.e., biometric system entropy [79]), search
space complexity and probability, we define the following properties for the system.
System security refers to the required effort to be accepted by a biometric system as a
certain individual without having access to the biometrics of this individual, which is also
known as the brute force attack.
Definition 1. A biometric system is claimed to provide δ1 security if the search space to be
accepted by the system as a certain individual is δ1.
Biometric privacy refers to the required effort to obtain the biometric information of an
individual.
Definition 2. A biometric system is δ2 privacy-preserving if the search space to obtain the
biometric information of an individual is δ2 when the system stored information (e.g., BC,
RS) is known.
One critical property of biometric systems is diversity and cross-matching resistance. It
is likely that the user utilizes the same biometrics across systems, thus it should be possible
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to build different versions of biometric credentials based on the same biometrics. One
concern here is that these credentials may be strongly correlated, leading an adversary to
try and match the different versions of biometric credentials. Based on Simoens et al.’s
indistinguishability game [44], we define the cross-matching resistance as follows.
Definition 3. A biometric credential generation mechanism is claimed to be δ3 cross-
matching resistant when the cross-matching resistance factor (CMR) between C and C
′
is equal to δ3, δ3 = 1 − 2|φ − 12 | if Pr(D(C,C
′
) < σ) = φ, where C and C
′
are dif-
ferent sets of biometric credentials based on the same biometrics, D is a distance metric
between c ∈ C and c′ ∈ C ′ , and σ is a threshold of accepting a matching. We write
CMR(C,C
′
) = δ3.
The compromised biometric credential needs to be revoked and replaced by a new one
to prevent the attacker from injecting the compromised one directly into the system if the
attacker is extremely powerful. Also the periodic update of biometric credentials is a useful
practice which will enhance the security of the system and protect a user’s privacy. The
revocability is closely related to the diversity and cross-matching resistance of the system;
based on the same biometrics a new credential can be generated, and the compromised
biometric credential cannot be matched against the new one.
Definition 4. A biometrics system is claimed to be δ4 revocable if CMR(Cold, Cnew) =
δ4, where Cold and Cnew are old and new biometric credential sets based on the same
biometrics.
The performance (e.g., false acceptance rate (FAR), false rejection rate (FRR), equal
error rate (EER)) of a biometric system is based on the distinguishability of the biometric
credentials (e.g., BCs). To evaluate the distinguishability, we use biometric system entropy
(BSE) [79], which is defined as the average decrease in uncertainty about the identity of a
person due to the biometric system.
Definition 5. A biometric system is claimed to provide δ5 distinguishability if theBSE(C) =
δ5, where BSE is the biometric system entropy, C is the biometric credential set of the sys-
tem.
Usability is the ease of use [80]. Bonneau et al. [81] presented a frame work to evaluate
the authentication approaches. And usability is an important part of it. Usability here refers
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to the necessity to require external factors (e.g., password, token) from users for authen-
tication (as the Memorywise-Effortless and Nothing-to-Carry in [81]). A possible metric
for usability is the information entropy of external factor, e.g., 128 bits of a user-specific
password. From this aspect, a system which does not require external user-provided factors
has best usability.
Definition 6. A biometric system is claimed to provide good usability if it does not require
users’ efforts to provide external factors for authentication.
In the following, we present the new mechanism based on iris biometrics and form a
concrete construction of iris based authentication. The main components of this mechanism
are: key extraction, secure fusion and integration of the proposed mechanisms with existing
biometric processes, as described below.
3.3 Key Extraction
To create a personalized RS, a user-intrinsic key is extracted from the user’s biometrics
and used as the transformation parameters to the RS. We propose several light-weight key
extraction approaches considering the following criterion:
• To make it ease to use, the key is directly generated from the user biometrics, thus
avoiding the need for a user to memorize a password or carry a token to provide
transformation parameters. Also this key is directly generated from user biometrics
and is user-intrinsic, thus compromising this key is more difficult when compared to
factors artificially bound to a user.
• Since the generated keys are not used for authentication, the BC approach does not
require 100% user-distinct keys.
• The conflict between key stability and distinguishability should be optimally bal-
anced, since it will create further impact on the fusion of biometrics. Intuitively,
completed stability will reduce distinguishability, and thus, authentication accuracy.
Moreover, noisy features of different samplings of biometrics create constraints on
stability, unless more helper data is used. On the other hand, completed distinguisha-
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bility necessitates the need of using complicated fuzzy handling techniques such as
error correction codes.
Figure 3.6.: A key extraction process.
The following key extraction schemes all satisfy the above design criterion, while it
performs differently when different scheme is integrated into the whole system. We will
conduct experiments on it.
3.3.1 Key extraction scheme 1
The first key extraction scheme is based on grayscale-invariant local texture pattern
(LTP) [82].
Key extraction scheme 1. The proposed key extraction scheme ExtK comprises the
following procedures as shown in Figure 3.6:
• Extract iris signature:
– 1) preprocess the obtained iris data and get processed data (described as a
m− by − n matrix) as Figure 3.6 (a).
– 2) compute the grayscale-invariant local texture pattern (LTP) [82] (Figure 3.6
(b)). The LTP computation starts with the definition of two windows: T window
(X − by − Y ) and B window which is the center of (x − by − y) in window
T . The LTP for each pixel at coordinates (i, j) inside B is the pixel value Iij
subtracted by the mean AT of the pixel value of window T , which is given as
LTPij = |Iij − AT |, (i, j) ∈ B (3.1)
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In Eq. 3.1, Iij is the grayscale value of the pixel at (i, j) in B, and AT is the
mean grayscale value inside T , which is given as
AT =
1
N
∑
(x,y)∈T
Ixy, (3.2)
with N the total number of pixels contained within T .
– 3) generate a temporary signature (Figure 3.6 (c)) s˜ ∈ Rm by averaging the
LTP values of rows.
• Compute the mean V of the temporary signature, given a system mean parameterM ,
obtain the iris signature by
s = (s˜− V ) +M, (3.3)
with V obtained by
V =
1
m
∑
s˜. (3.4)
• Encode the iris signature s to a key (Figure 3.6 (d)). Encoding is an essential part
of the key extraction. Each iris signature component si (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is an average
of a row of LTP values, thus theoretically 0.0 ≤ si ≤ 255.0 (due to the pixel value
range of grayscale image). However, the (iris) biometric pattern would not have
dramatic contrast on local areas (indicated by the results of [82]). Practically, the
iris signature component could possibly range from 0.0 to 18.0 (a tighter boundary
used by our experiments). To encode such a si, we create an encoding book which is
a mapping Map : {0.0 − 18.0} → {−1, 1}n considering the tenth decimal part of
si. This encoding book is created in system initialization and stored in the system as
the system parameters. A m× n-length key is obtained by applying Map on s.
The method of encoding will have an impact on the stability and distinguishability of
the extracted keys. For example, encoding a signature component by considering more
bits of the decimal fraction, e.g., hundredth decimal, increases the distinguishability, while
considering less bits, e.g., rounding the signature to integer, increases the stability. Also the
key in the system is encoded into a {−1, 1} string instead of a {0, 1} string, since applying
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a {0, 1} key in the BC generation actually will rule out part of the biometric features, which
will degrade the system performance. We have also conducted experiments to see the best
encoding strategy of the key, e.g., encoding the key into {−2, 2} string, etc. And it turns
out that {−1, 1} key outperforms others which it is believed that {−1, 1} key actually helps
maintain the distinguishability of original biometric features. And other key encodings
actually amplify the instableness of the biometrics thus decreasing the performance.
3.3.2 Key extraction scheme 2
Key extraction scheme 2. The proposed key extraction scheme ExtK comprises the
following procedures:
• Extract iris signature:
– 1) preprocess the obtained iris data and get processed data (described as a
m− by − n matrix) as Figure 3.6 (a).
– 2) compute the grayscale-invariant local texture pattern (LTP) [82] (Figure 3.6
(b)). The LTP computation starts with the definition of two windows: T window
(X − by − Y ) and B window which is the center of (x − by − y) in window
T . The LTP for each pixel at coordinates (i, j) inside B is the pixel value Iij
subtracted by the mean AT of the pixel value of window T , which is given as
LTPij = |Iij − AT |, (i, j) ∈ B (3.5)
In Eq. 3.5, Iij is the grayscale value of the pixel at (i, j) in B, and AT is the
mean grayscale value inside T , which is given as
AT =
1
N
∑
(x,y)∈T
Ixy, (3.6)
with N the total number of pixels contained within T .
– 3) generate a temporary signature (Figure 3.6 (c)) s˜ ∈ Rm by averaging the
LTP values of rows.
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– 4) add one component into the temporary signature which is the average of s˜,
thus the iris signature s = [s˜, mean(s˜)].
• Encode the iris signature s to a key (Figure 3.6 (d)). Encoding is an essential part
of the key extraction. Each iris signature component si (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is an average
of a row of LTP values, thus theoretically 0.0 ≤ si ≤ 255.0 (due to the pixel value
range of grayscale image). However, the (iris) biometric pattern would not have
dramatic contrast on local areas (indicated by the results of [82]). Practically, the
iris signature component could possibly range from 0.0 to 18.0 (a tighter boundary
used by our experiments). To encode such a si, we create an encoding book which is
a mapping Map : {0.0 − 18.0} → {−1, 1}n considering the tenth decimal part of
si. This encoding book is created in system initialization and stored in the system as
the system parameters. A m× n-length key is obtained by applying Map on s.
3.3.3 Key extraction scheme 3
Key extraction scheme 3. The proposed key extraction scheme ExtK comprises the
following procedures:
• preprocess the obtained iris data and get processed data (described as a m− by− n
matrix) as Figure 3.6 (a).
• this key extraction scheme also starts with the definition of two windows: T window
(X − by − Y ) and B window which is the center of (x− by − y) in window T . The
key bit k for each pixel at coordinates (i, j) inside B is defined as following:
kij = (Iij <= AT ), (i, j) ∈ B (3.7)
In Eq. 3.7, Iij is the grayscale value of the pixel at (i, j) in B, and AT is the mean
grayscale value inside T , which is given as
AT =
1
N
∑
(x,y)∈T
Ixy, (3.8)
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with N the total number of pixels contained within T .
3.4 Secure Biometrics Fusion
Our goal of fusion aims to increase the security of the biometrics. By fusing the user
biometrics and the RS biometrics, the RS biometrics hides the user biometrics, thus pro-
viding security and preserving privacy. Our fusion equally treats the user and the RS and
the BC bears no hints that the user is weighted more than the RS. Our security proof, later
in this section, also consolidates the contribution of designing equal treatment of the user
and the RS.
3.4.1 Fusion scheme 1
Fusion scheme 1. On biometric inputs F u, F r, Ku and Kr where F u, F r ∈ {Fi}n
(fL ≤ Fi ≤ fU ) and Ku, Kr ∈ {Ki}n (Ki = 1,−1), through “secure fusion” the fused
biometrics F u,r(or {F u,ri }n) is obtained by
F u,ri = (F
u
i ·Kri + F ri ·Kui mod (fU − fL))− fL, (3.9)
within F ui is one component of the user biometrics, F
r
i is one component of the RS biomet-
rics, Kui is one key bit of the user key and K
r
i is one key bit of the RS key. It is obvious that
F u,r ∈ {Fi}n (fL ≤ Fi ≤ fU ).
An actual fusion process is illustrated in Figure 3.7. One ICE [83] image and one RS
image (i.e., Figure 4.2(a)) are used to illustrate the fusion process. From these two images,
user key and RS key are extracted using Scheme-1, and the user feature set and RS feature
set are extracted using 1D Log-Gabor [84] (results are shown in Figure 3.7(a)). In a closer
view, 10 user (RS) features/10 bits of the user (RS) key in the dashed box of Figure 3.7(a))
are shown in Figure 3.7(b). The definition of Fi depends on the biometrics and the feature
extraction approach. For 1D Log-Gabor, each feature’s space is from−pi to pi. Each key bit
is either 1 or -1. One transformed user/RS feature is obtained by multiplying the user/RS
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Figure 3.7.: A secure fusion process: illustrated by an ICE image and the RS.
feature with one bit of the RS/user key (results are shown in Figure 3.7(c)). The fused
features are obtained through Eq. 3.13 (results are shown in Figure 3.7(d)).
3.4.2 Fusion scheme 2
Fusion scheme 2. On biometric inputs F u, F r, Ku and Kr where F u, F r ∈ {Fi}n
(fL ≤ Fi ≤ fU ) and Ku, Kr ∈ {Ki}n (Ki = 1,−1), through “secure fusion” the fused
biometrics F u,r(or {F u,ri }n) is obtained by
F u,ri = (F
u
i · (logF ri ) ·Kri + F ri · (logF ui ) ·Kui mod (fU − fL))− fL, (3.10)
within F ui is one component of the user biometrics, F
r
i is one component of the RS biomet-
rics, Kui is one key bit of the user key and K
r
i is one key bit of the RS key. It is obvious that
F u,r ∈ {Fi}n (fL ≤ Fi ≤ fU ).
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3.4.3 Fusion scheme 3
Fusion scheme 3. On biometric inputs F u, F r, Ku and Kr where F u, F r ∈ {Fi}n
(fL ≤ Fi ≤ fU ) and Ku, Kr ∈ {Ki}n (Ki = 1,−1), through “secure fusion” the fused
biometrics F u,r(or {F u,ri }n) is obtained by
F u,ri = ((logF
u
i ) ·Kri + (logF ri ) ·Kui mod (fU − fL))− fL, (3.11)
within F ui is one component of the user biometrics, F
r
i is one component of the RS biomet-
rics, Kui is one key bit of the user key and K
r
i is one key bit of the RS key. It is obvious that
F u,r ∈ {Fi}n (fL ≤ Fi ≤ fU ).
3.4.4 Other fusion schemes
Before we came up with the proposed fusion model, there are many fusion schemes
that we tried. To help get the insight of the proposed fusion model, we also list the other
fusion schemes in this section.
Fusion scheme 4. On biometric inputs F u, F r, and Ku where F u, F r ∈ {Fi}n (fL ≤
Fi ≤ fU ) and Ku ∈ {Ki}n (Ki = 1,−1), through “secure fusion” the fused biometrics
F u,r(or {F u,ri }n) is obtained by
F u,ri = ((F
u
i + F
r
i ) ·Kui + F ri mod (fU − fL))− fL, (3.12)
within F ui is one component of the user biometrics, F
r
i is one component of the RS biomet-
rics, and Kui is one key bit of the user key. It is obvious that F
u,r ∈ {Fi}n (fL ≤ Fi ≤ fU ).
Fusion scheme 5. On biometric inputs F u, F r, and Ku where F u, F r ∈ {Fi}n (fL ≤
Fi ≤ fU ) and Ku ∈ {Ki}n (Ki = 1,−1), through “secure fusion” the fused biometrics
F u,r(or {F u,ri }n) is obtained by
F u,ri = ((F
u
i + F
r
i ) ·Kui + F ui mod (fU − fL))− fL, (3.13)
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within F ui is one component of the user biometrics, F
r
i is one component of the RS biomet-
rics, and Kui is one key bit of the user key. It is obvious that F
u,r ∈ {Fi}n (fL ≤ Fi ≤ fU ).
These fusion schemes do not fit the proposed fusion model such that the user and the
RS are not treated equally, which may result in security problems. If the user knows his
BC, it is quite likely that F r is disclosed.
3.5 Integration with Biometrics Modules
The proposed fusion mechanism is a general procedure, which can be integrated with
existing biometric processes to generate BCs. The fusion uses traditional preprocessing,
feature extraction and template generation approaches without modification. Such a prop-
erty makes the proposed fusion more deployable. Moreover, such a fusion keeps the same
domain of inputs and outputs, thus theoretically enabling at various levels (e.g., signal,
feature, template). Next, we illustrate the concrete integration of “secure fusion” with 2D
Gabor [85]. Through the integration of “secure fusion” with existing biometric procedures,
a complete BC generation process is give as follows:
Fusion at signal-level. Figure 3.8 shows a model of the integration of “secure fusion”
with existing biometric processes at signal-level. It applies the “secure fusion” directly
after the signal preprocessing.
Figure 3.8.: Integration of the secure fusion (red box) with existing biometrics processes at
signal-level.
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Scheme-3. Given user biometric data Du and RS biometric data Dr, a signal−BCE
(“BioCapsule Extractor”) scheme comprises following procedures:
• Extract the user key Ku and the RS key Kr from Du and Dr using Scheme-1.
• Fuse user data (signal) and reference subject data (signal) by computing
DA(u)eFuse(D
Φ(u),DΦ(r)), thus obtaining fused signal Du,r.
• Extract features using 2D Gabor from fused biometric data by feature extraction
procedure ExtF and obtain fused biometric feature F u,r = ExtF (Du,r).
• Quantize the fused feature F u,r into a BioCapsule BCu.
Fusion at feature-level. Figure 3.9 shows a model of the integration of “secure fusion”
with existing biometric processes at feature-level. It applies the “secure fusion” before the
template generation and after the feature extraction.
 
Figure 3.9.: Integration of the secure fusion (red box) with existing biometrics processes at
feature-level.
Scheme-4. Given user biometric dataDu and RS biometric dataDr, a feature−BCE
(“BioCapsule Extractor”) scheme comprises following procedures:
• Extract the user key Ku and the RS key Kr from Du and Dr using Scheme-1.
• Extract features using 2D Gabor from biometric data by feature extraction procedure
ExtF and obtain user biometric feature F u = ExtF (Du) and RS biometric feature
F r = ExtF (Dr).
• Fuse the user feature and the RS feature usingKu andKr by procedure Fuse defined
in Scheme-2. Obtain F u,r.
• Quantize the fused feature F u,r into a BioCapsule BCu.
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Fusion at template-level. Figure 3.10 shows a model of the integration of “secure
fusion” with existing biometric processes at template-level. It applies the “secure fusion”
after the template generation.
Figure 3.10.: Integration of the secure fusion (red box) with existing biometrics processes
at template-level.
Scheme-5. Given user biometric data Du and RS biometric data Dr, a template −
BCE (“BioCapsule Extractor”) scheme comprises following procedures:
• Extract the user key Ku and the RS key Kr from Du and Dr using Scheme-1.
• Extract features using 2D Gabor from biometric data by feature extraction procedure
ExtF and obtain user biometric feature F u = ExtF (Du) and RS biometric feature
F r = ExtF (Dr).
• Quantize the features into templates T u and T r.
• Fuse the user template and the RS template using Ku and Kr by procedure Fuse
defined in Scheme-2. Obtain T u,r, which is used as the BCu.
We have presented the proposed mechanism “secure fusion” with the existing biometric
process and a complete BC generation process in this section. In the following, we will
analyze the security of the BC approach.
3.6 Security and Privacy-Preservation Analysis
The following security and privacy-preservation analysis is based on key extraction
scheme 1 and fusion scheme 1. Basically the system using key extraction scheme 1 (2, or
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3) and fusion scheme 1 (2, or 3) follows the similar arguments. The BC approach does not
store user biometrics or keys, but discards them after BCs are computed. Thus, if a physical
RS is used, the risk of compromising/stealing the RS is greatly reduced. The system stores
the BC for each enrolling user, thus we consider security of the approach assuming that
stored BCs are obtained by attackers, then from compromised BCs, attackers try to obtain
users’ original biometrics. Next we prove the security of the BC approach under different
attack models.
• Security against a lost BC:
Claim 1. Deriving the user biometrics (or the RS) from a compromised user’s BC, is
equivalent to solving an undetermined equation.
Proof. From the compromised BC, the attacker approximately obtains the F u,r (a
range of the fused biometrics). Then, the attack is reduced to solving the following
equation:
F u,r = F u ·Kr + F r ·Ku (3.14)
with F u, Ku, F r, Kr unknown, in which F u, Ku are the user biometrics and the
user key, and F r, Kr are the RS biometrics and the RS key. This equation is unde-
termined, thus no single solution can be found. Thus, the BC approach is able to
defeat the attack of recovering the user biometrics (or the RS) from a compromised
BC.
• Security against loss of both a BC and the RS:
Claim 2. The security of the user biometrics against a compromised BC and the RS
can be equivalently measured by the strength of the key used for “secure fusion”.
Proof. The proof begins at the relations among user LTP values, user biometric
feature F u and user key Ku (similar for RS LTP s, F r and Kr). The key extraction
in Scheme-1 involves LTP s and Ku, and it averages the LTP values row by row
and encodes the results into Ku. Given a fact that from the average of a set of data
it is hard to reconstruct the original data, there is no direct relationship can be built
for each LTP value and each key bit. Also, the LTP values are different from the
feature F u (as in Scheme-3). Thus, we infer that F u (or each F ui corresponding to a
pixel) is independent from Ku (or Kui ) (similar for F
r and Kr).
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From the compromised RS, using Scheme-1 Kr can be extracted, and using the
assumed public feature extraction F r can be extracted. From the compromised BC,
the attacker approximately obtains the F u,r (a range of the fused biometrics). For a
feature-BCE, the problem reduces to solving the equation,
F u,r = F u ·Kr + F r ·Ku (3.15)
with F u and Ku unknown. This equation can be expanded to an equation system if
we consider the entire feature consisting of n component
F u,r1 = F
u
1 ·Kr1 + F r1 ·Ku1
· · ·
F u,rn = F
u
n ·Krn + F rn ·Kun
(3.16)
with F ui and K
u
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) unknown. Since F ui and Kui are independent, we
can treat them as two variables, thus this equation system is undetermined and no
single solution can be found. Observing the equation system, F u can be obtained
by: 1) guessing Ku1 , · · · , Kun ; 2) computing F ui = (F u,ri − F ri · Kui ) · Kri −1; then
3) checking if ExtK(F u1 , · · · , F un ) = {Kui }. The search space is the key space, e.g.,
our experiments using O(18032) ≈ O(2224), which is computationally hard. Thus,
the new BC approach is able to prevent user biometrics from being recovered even
though both RS and BC are disclosed/compromised.
This proof is also applicable to an attack wherein an insider gets his own BC and
biometrics, and tries to derive the RS. Because of the equal treatment of the user bio-
metrics and the RS’s, the RS security can be assured following the similar arguments
above.
• Security against external collusion attack:
Claim 3. Deriving the RS from BCs of various users, even under the situation which
is most favorable to the attacker, is equivalent to solving an undetermined system of
equations.
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Proof. From the BCs (from u1, · · · , uv), the attacker approximately obtains the F u,rs
(ranges of fused biometrics (feature)). Then, the attack is reduced to solving the
following equation system

F u1 ·Kr1 + F r1 ·Ku1 = F u1,r1
F u2 ·Kr2 + F r2 ·Ku2 = F u2,r2
· · ·
F uv ·Krv + F rv ·Kuv = F uv ,rv .
(3.17)
Without loss of generality, in the worst case let us assume that those BCs are gener-
ated from the same RS and the same key encoding, thus F r1 = F r2 = · · · = F rv =
F r and Kr1 = Kr2 = · · · = Krv = Kr. The equation system becomes

F u1 ·Kr + F r ·Ku1 = F u1,r
F u2 ·Kr + F r ·Ku2 = F u2,r
· · ·
F uv ·Kr + F r ·Kuv = F uv ,r,
(3.18)
with Kr, F u1 , · · · , F uv unknown. The system of equations is undetermined and a
unique solution is not available. On closer inspection, much research attempts to
look for sparse solutions of such a system. However, this sparse solution to a general
undetermined system of equations is NP-hard. Also, it is an interval linear equation
system, solving an interval linear equation system is also NP-hard [86]. Thus, the
BC approach is able to defeat the attack of recovering the RS from a set of BCs, that
is it is resilient to the external collusion attack.
Even though the RS is derivable, determining the RS helps no further if the attacker
acquires another user’s BC and tries to obtain the user biometrics. Following Theo-
rem 2, the user biometrics (feature) is secure against a lost RS and a BC.
• Security against internal collusion attack:
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Claim 4. Deriving the RS from various users’ biometrics and corresponding BCs,
even under the situation which is most favorable to the attacker, is equivalent to
solving an interval linear system of equations, which is NP-hard [86].
Proof. From those BCs (from u1, · · · , uv), ranges of F u,rs can be obtained. With-
out loss of generality in the worst case let us assume that those F u,rs are generated
from same RS and same key encoding. Thus, the problem is reduced to solving the
following equation system with F r and Kr unknown.

F u1 ·Kr + F r ·Ku1 = F u1,r
F u2 ·Kr + F r ·Ku2 = F u2,r
· · ·
F uv ·Kr + F r ·Kuv = F uv ,r
(3.19)
This is an interval linear system, and solving such a system is NP-hard [86], where
the NP-hardness of solving the problem is due to the computational complexity of
the problem itself. The running time to solve the problem grows exponentially with
the number of unknowns [86]. In our case, the number of unknowns is 12,000 (i.e.,
12,000 features of RS). Such NP-hardness makes it practically infeasible to derive
the RS, thus the system is resilient to the internal collusion attack.
Even F r is determinable, determining the F r helps no further if the attacker acquires
another user’s BC and tries to derive this user biometrics. Following Theorem 2, user
biometrics (feature) is secure against a lost RS and the user’s BC.
• Security against internal cross-RS attack:
Claim 5. The attacker collects a group of users’ biometrics and multiple copies of
BCs using various RSs of those users and another user’s BCs for those RSs, and tries
to obtain the user’s biometrics. Under the situation which is most favorable to the
attacker, the attack is equivalent to solving an interval linear system of equations,
which is NP-hard [86], and therefore an undetermined system.
Proof. From those BCs (from u1, · · · , uv) using various RSs (illustrated in the fol-
lowing using two RSs, e.g., RS1 and RS2), a range of the fused biometrics, can be
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obtained. Attackers can get an equation system from BCs using RS1, and also an
equation system from BCs using RS2.
From Theorem 4, this internal attack for a single RS is hard. Thus, obtainingRS1 and
RS2 necessitates solving interval linear systems, which are computationally hard.
If we assume the worst, RS1 and RS2, and thus F r1 , Kr1 (RS1’s biometrics and
RS1’s key) and F r2 , Kr2 (RS2’s biometrics and RS2’s key) are all obtained. The
attacker then obtains another user ui’s BCs BCui1 = F
ui,r1 for RS1 and BCui2 =
F ui,r2 for RS2, and tries to get F ui by solving the followingF
ui ·Kr1 + F r1 ·Kui1 = F ui,r1
F ui ·Kr2 + F r2 ·Kui2 = F ui,r2
(3.20)
with F ui , Kui1 and K
ui
2 unknown. First, this equation could be an interval linear
system. Second, the two systems can take different key encoding Maps such that
Kui1 6= Kui2 , in which case it is then an undetermined system. Solving such a system
is hard, thus, the BC approach is resilient to the internal cross-RS attack.
From the above proofs, it is evident that the BC based approach is resilient against
various attacks including colluding and cross-matching attacks. Therefore, the security of
the users’ biometrics can be guaranteed and user privacy can be preserved.
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4 EXPERIMENTS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to evaluate the performance (i.e., authentication accuracy) of the proposed BC
approach, we have conducted extensive experiments on (various components of) the BC
approach. This section presents our experimental results.
4.1 Experiments
4.1.1 Experiment settings
In the case of experiments, the performance of the proposed technique was tested on
both the ICE database and CASIAv1.0 database. The ICE database is provided by National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for the Iris Challenge Evaluation (ICE) 2005
and it contains 1,426 images from the right eye from 132 subjects, and 1,527 images from
the left eye from 132 subjects. The CASIAv1.0 database is provided by Chinese Academy
of Science, and it contains 756 iris images from 108 eyes. These images were collected with
the LG EOU 2200 and intentionally represent a broader range of quality than the camera
would normally acquire. This includes iris images that did not pass the quality control
software embedded in the LG EOU 2200. And they were all used in our experiments. The
ICE 2005 is commonly used by academic institutions, research laboratories and companies
and is a benchmark database used for system evaluation. Sample images from ICE 2005
database are provided in Figure 4.1.
We chose an iris image from the UBIRIS [87] and one iris image from ICE as our
RS iris image as shown in Figure 4.2. If the RS is a logical one (e.g., an image stored in
the system), it will display no image distortion. If the RS is a physical one, there will be
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Figure 4.1.: Sample images of two subjects from NIST/ICE.
Figure 4.2.: Reference subjects’ biometrics.
some degree of image distortion on the obtained RS image for each sampling. To produce
multiple distorted RS images for simulation, as suggested by Jung et al. [88] we introduced
random white Gaussian noise with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 40 into a logical RS image
considering that the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) suggests the SNR
of an iris camera should be better than 40db. Due to the fact that the physical RS was not a
live person that demonstrates pupil focusing, defocussing, head tilting and so on, we did not
introduce defocus blurring in the sampled RS images. For the approach evaluation, using
the physical RS setting we provide the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) as well as
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the probability distribution of inter-class and intra-class matching (Note: if we assume a
stable RS, we get similar matching results, which are thus omitted).
Here we reviewed the biometric modules that are used in our experiments. The iris
segmentation locates the iris region. We used the circle based edge detection to find the
pupillary and limbic boundary. And we transferred the extracted iris to the polar coordi-
nates and generated the mask map (for matching).
Two feature extraction approaches are used in our experiments: 2D Gabor filter and
1D Log-Gabor filter. 2D Gabor filter is proposed by Daugman (Eq. 4.1), which is wildly
used in commercial iris recognition system [85]. From the segmented polar image, phase
information is extracted and encoded to be the iris feature (template).
h{Re, Im} = sgn{Re, Im}
∫
ρ
∫
φ
I(ρ, φ)e−iω(θ0−φ)e−
i(γ0−ρ)2
α2 e
− i(θ0−φ)2
β2 ρ dρ dφ, (4.1)
where h{Re, Im} is the complex value obtained by applying the 2D Gabor on the biometric
image I ,the wavelet sizes of the 2D Gabor Wavelet on the radial and angular axes are α
and β, and ω is used for the wavelet frequency.
1D Log-Gabor is developed by Masek et al., which acts as a bandpass filter for feature
extraction [84]:
G(ω) = e
− log((ω/ω0)2)
2 log(σ)2 , (4.2)
where σ is used to control the filter bandwidth and ω0 is the filter’s center frequency.
Hamming distance (HD) is used for pattern matching.
HD =
∑∑
((TA ⊗ TB) ∩MA ∩MB)∑∑
(MA ∩MB)) , (4.3)
where MA and MB are masks for two images which marked the iris areas, and TA and TB
are the biometric credentials (e.g., IrisCode, BC).
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4.1.2 Key extraction
In this experiment, the key stableness and distinguishability were investigated. The ex-
periment consisted of matching the extracted keys against each other. For example, in the
ICE database with 1,426 images, 1, 426 × 1, 426 matches are performed. The curves in
Figure 4.3 shows the similarity (measured by hamming distance) distribution of matchings
of intra-class (genuine) and inter-class (impostor) using two key extraction approaches.
The more “sharp” and “right-shifted” intra-class curve indicates more stableness of ex-
tracted keys. The more “distanced” curves indicate better distinguishability. key extraction
scheme 1 (Figure 4.3(a)) shows better key stability compared to key extraction scheme 3
(Figure 4.3(c)), while the scheme 3 shows better key distinguishability.
We are interested in what the effect of the stability and distinguishability of the extracted
keys on the BC performance. Intuitively, more stable and distinguished keys will keep the
original biometrics distinguishability better. We evaluated how the extracted keys affect
the matching performance of the extracted BC. Figure 4.4 shows the ROCs using the above
key extraction approaches (note: secure fusion scheme 1 is used.).
From Figure 4.4, it is obvious that BC approaches using scheme 1 and scheme 2 show
higher accuracy. From intuitive the good stability of extracted keys help maintain the dis-
tinguishability of original biometrics. From a closer view of experimental results shown in
Table 4.1, BCs using key extraction scheme 1 shows slightly better performance compares
to that using scheme 2, which can be due to the better stability of scheme 1.
Table 4.1: Experiments summary of BCs using different key extraction schemes.
Key Extraction EER
Scheme 1 0.0078
Scheme 2 0.0082
Scheme 3 0.03
We have also conducted experiments on the encodings of the keys. The keys in our
system are encoded into 1 and -1 strings. However, it is possible that keys are encoded
into {2,−2}n, {3,−3}n, etc. However, through our experimental results, encoding keys
into {1,−1}n is the best strategy. It maintains the biometric system performance well.
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(b) Key extraction 2 (EER = 0.268)
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(c) Key extraction 3 (EER = 0.130)
Figure 4.3.: Extracted key (ICE) intra-class and inter-class distribution.
Other encoding approaches to some extent degrade the system performance (i.e., accuracy),
which can be explained as the biometrics variances are amplified.
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Figure 4.4.: ROCs on ICE (right set) using 1D Log-Gabor and: 1) key extraction scheme
1, 2) key extraction scheme 2, and 3) key extraction scheme 3.
4.1.3 Secure fusion
We have proposed five different secure fusion schemes. In this section we analyze
these five schemes from the performance aspect. To conduct this experiment, we use ICE
database right-eye set with 1,426 images. We use each fusion scheme and key extraction
scheme 1 to extract BCs. The BC generation uses a stable RS. And the secure fusion hap-
pens at the signal-level. Next, we compare the performance of the BCs generated from dif-
ferent fusion schemes. Figure 4.5 shows the comparison results, particularly Figure 4.5(a)
(and Table 4.2) and Figure 4.5(b) show the EER and ROC comparisons respectively. From
the result, it is observed that BCs using fusion 1 and fusion 4 provide best matching per-
formance.
Table 4.2: Performance summary of BCs using different secure fusion schemes.
Schemes EER
IrisCode 0.0077
BCs using fusion 1 0.0112
BCs using fusion 2 0.0181
BCs using fusion 3 0.0192
BCs using fusion 4 0.0111
BCs using fusion 5 0.0569
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Figure 4.5.: Performance of IrisCode and BCs using five fusion schemes.
We also tested the unlinkability (cross-matching resistance) of the BCs using different
fusion schemes. We consider two systems: system 1 uses the one BC technique, and
system 2 uses the IrisCode technique. Figure 4.6 shows the comparison results on inter-
class and intra-class distribution of matching between BC using various fusion schemes
and IrisCode. It is shown in Figure 4.6 that the inter-class and intra-class distribution of
matching between BC using fusion scheme 1 and IrisCode (as shown in Figure 4.6(a)) is
more mixing compared to other four.
Table 4.3 summarizes the unlinkability performance of BCs using different fusion sche-
mes based on the metrics CMR (note: higher CMR indicates better unlinkability). From
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Figure 4.6.: Unlinkability of BCs using five fusion schemes.
CMR results, we can draw the same conclusion that BCs using fusion scheme 1 provides
the best unlinkability performance.
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Table 4.3: Unlinkability summary of BCs using different secure fusion schemes.
Schemes CMR (between BC and IrisCode)
BCs using fusion 1 0.9750
BCs using fusion 2 0.5256
BCs using fusion 3 0.6115
BCs using fusion 4 0.7833
BCs using fusion 5 0.7507
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Figure 4.7.: IrisCode and BC performance on the ICE database using 1D Log-Gabor.
4.1.4 Identity-bearing of the BC
This experiment tested the identity-bearing of the BC. To establish this, we constructed
a BC for each image from the ICE database using the RS 1 (i.e., Figure 4.2(a)). For the
BC generation, 1D Log-Gabor was used for feature extraction. To make a comparison,
we also implemented 1D Log-Gabor IrisCode [84]. The experimental results are shown
in Figure 4.7. Especially, Figure 4.7(b) compares the ROC, and Figure 4.7(c) compares
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Figure 4.8.: IrisCode and BC performance on the CASIA database using 1D Log-Gabor.
the intra-class and inter-class distinguishability. Those curves are quite overlapped, which
indicates that the BC mechanism maintains the identity-bearing of the original IrisCode
quite well.
From this experiment, we observe that when the keys are not as stable, their application
in the fusion makes the “matching” of biometrics less similar. However, inter-class and
intra-class matchings follow the same trend as indicated by the left shifting from IrisCode
curves to BC curves (e.g., Figure 4.9(c)). As the inter-class and intra-class distributions are
both left-shifted, the BC keeps the distribution as distinguishable as the original biometrics,
while properly maintaining the system performance.
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Figure 4.9.: IrisCode and BC performance on the ICE database using 2D Gabor.
Table 4.4: Experiments summary of applying BCs on different levels.
Level EER FRR(FAR = 10−3) FRR(FAR = 10−5) FRR(FAR = 0)
signal 0.0253 0.0042 0.0253 0.0304
feature 0.0145 0.0015 0.0061 0.0099
template 0.0150 0.0018 0.0069 0.0108
4.1.5 Applicability of the BC at different levels
This experiment tested the applicability of the BC at different levels. In this experiment,
we used the quality right image set. We implemented the BC approach using RS 1 (i.e.,
Figure 4.2(a)), and 1D Log-Gabor was used for the feature extraction. As the experimental
results show results of applying the BC at different levels in Figure 4.11 and Table 4.4, the
performance of the signal-level BC is slightly worse compared to the feature-level BC, this
indicates that fusion in a higher level (signal-level) outputs most mix-up of user information
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Figure 4.10.: IrisCode and BC performance on the CASIA database using 2D Gabor.
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Figure 4.11.: Performance of BC at different levels on the ICE database.
and reference subject information. Performance of the template-level BC are quite close
to but slightly worse than the feature-level BC, this is due to the impact of the template
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generation. The template generation quantizes features, and the quantization actually loses
accurate information about features. Thus, fusion on the template-level actually works on a
less accurate level. Also the EER and ROC of feature-level BC are mostly close to the EER
and ROC of IrisCode. This is reasonable since user information and reference information
are fused at a most “accurate” level, in which noise are removed, and pre-quantization also
preserves more information. The performance of BC on different levels are quite close,
which indicates that BC is generally applicable to various levels of biometric processes.
4.1.6 Applicability of the BC to existing biometric modules
This experiment tested the applicability of the BC to existing biometric modules. We
implemented the BC approach using RS 1 (i.e., Figure 4.2(a)), and either 1D Log-Gabor
or 2D Gabor were used for the feature extraction. To make a comparison, we also imple-
mented 1D Log-Gabor IrisCode [84] and 2D Gabor IrisCode [85]. As the experimental
results show in both Figure 4.7 (1D Log-Gabor results) and Figure 4.9 (2D Gabor results),
the ROC, inter-class and intra-class distribution curves of the IrisCode and the BC are quite
overlapping. These observations indicate that BC is generally applicable to existing bio-
metric modules, e.g., 1D Log-Gabor, 2D Gabor, and possibly others.
4.1.7 Effect of image quality on the BC performance
This experiment tested the effects of image quality on BC performance. We applied the
BC approach on the entire image set and quality image set (partial of entire set)1. Table 4.5
summarizes the performance of 1D Log-Gabor IrisCode, 2D Gabor IrisCode and the BC
approach using different feature extractions on the the ICE database. From the table, it
can be observed that both IrisCode approaches and the BC approach perform better on
quality images. Also the BC approach shows comparable performance to the IrisCode,
thus maintaining the performance of the traditional biometrics regardless the image quality.
1Excluding the upper four and lower four rows of the image which are always occluded by eyelids and
eyelashes, images without more than 35% occlusion on remaining rows are considered quality images.
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We also observe that the proposed BC outperforms conventional biometric authentication
in some experimental settings, which happens (Figure 4.12) when the matching score of
two images are close to the selected threshold. The intra-class variability of on-the-fly
collected RS samples and the extracted keys could make two iris biometrics matching in
the BC while in conventional system they do not.
Table 4.5: Performance summary of BCs.
DATABASE Approach EER FRR(FAR = 10−3) FRR(FAR = 10−4) FRR(FAR = 10−5)
ICE 1D Log-Gabor IrisCode 0.0108 0.0204 0.0365 0.0695
(entire database) BC using 1D Log-Gabor 0.0108 0.0206 0.0374 0.0700
ICE 1D Log-Gabor IrisCode 0.0028 0.0035 0.0063 0.0105
(2245 quality images) BC using 1D Log-Gabor 0.0030 0.0037 0.0064 0.0109
CASIA 1D Log-Gabor Iris Code 0.0060 0.0119 0.0503 0.1490
(entire database) 1D Log-Gabor + BC 0.0062 0.0114 0.0445 0.1248
CASIA 1D Log-Gabor Iris Code 0 0 0 0
(164 quality images) 1D Log-Gabor + BC 0 0 0 0
ICE 2D Gabor IrisCode 0.0090 0.0164 0.0264 0.0390
(entire database) BC using 2D Gabor 0.0097 0.0177 0.0291 0.0421
ICE 2D Gabor IrisCode 0.0028 0.0033 0.0051 0.0084
(2245 quality images) BC using 2D Gabor 0.0029 0.0037 0.0059 0.0096
CASIA 2D Gabor Iris Code 0.0067 0.0119 0.0238 0.0423
(entire database) 2D Gabor + BC 0.0061 0.0123 0.0212 0.0498
CASIA 2D Gabor Iris Code 7.6 ∗ 10−5 0 0.0036 0.0036
(164 quality images) 2D Gabor + BC 0 0 0 0
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Figure 4.12.: Matching of IrisCode and BC (using 1D Log-Gabor) at FAR 10−4.
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4.1.8 Revocability
To satisfy the property of revocability, BCs using different RSs, generated from a single
user subject, have to appear random to themselves (like BCs of different subjects). To
establish this, we constructed BCs using R1 (i.e., Figure 4.2(a)) and BCs using R2 (i.e.,
Figure 4.2(b)). The two sets of BCs are cross-matched.
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Figure 4.13.: Matching between BCs using R1 and BCs using R2 (R1 6= R2).
Figure 4.13 shows the intra-class (genuine) and inter-class (impostor) distributions
which are quite mix-up. The mixed distributions indicate that it is hard to determine
whether or not two BCs (i.e., one from R1, and the other from R2) are from the same
user. In this sense, we argue that the old BC can not be used to identify or authenticate a
user by comparing it to the new BC, and thus is revoked.
4.1.9 Unlinkability and cross-matching resistance of the BC
The purpose of this experiment is to test unlinkability (cross-matching resistance) of
the BC. We consider two cases: 1) system 1 uses the BC technique, and system 2 uses
the IrisCode technique; and 2) system 1 and system 2 both use the BC technique, but with
different RSs. To be unlinkable, BCs from different systems, generated for a single user
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subject, have to appear random to themselves (like BCs of different subjects). Further, the
matchings have to appear random (inter-class and intra-class matchings are mixed).
Figure 4.14 shows the genuine and impostor distribution of matching IrisCodes to BCs.
The mixed distributions indicate good capability of defeating cross-matching attacks.
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Figure 4.14.: 1D Log-Gabor IrisCodes match to BCs.
The unlinkability of the BCs using different RSs is equivalent to the revocation in sub-
section 4.1.8 which is well established.
Through the experiments in this section, we have proved that the BC based approach
is quite usable, revocable, and cross-matching resistant. It is general applicable to 2D
Gabor and 1D Log-Gabor approaches and possibly others. Moreover, the performance of
the system is maintained. It is also noteworthy that ”lost-key” scenario is not considered
in experiments which is raised by some BCS and CB approaches using additional factors
like user-specific password or PIN. Since in the BC model the user-intrinsic key is directly
derived from the user biometrics, they should not be considered as the “additional” factor
of the system.
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4.1.10 Performance variations using a physical/logical RS
In Section 3 Selection and setting of RS in the system, we have proposed that the
RS can be a physical one or a logical one. A physical RS is some object from which RS
biometrics can be sampled on-the-fly, and a logical RS can be a biometric image. Here,
we measure the performance variations when a physical/logical RS is used in the authenti-
cation system. (Note: as above experiment settings, we introduced SNR = 40 to simulate
the physical RS. And the results are obtained on whole database.) Figure 4.15 shows the
comparisons of EER, ROC and inter and intra-class distribution of these two cases. It
is obvious from Figure 4.15 that the performance makes no much difference, which is a
good sign such that the key extraction and secure fusion mechanisms can tolerate this RS
variances very well.
On a closer view of the results (Table 4.6), BCs using logical RS perform slightly better
than BCs using physical RS.
Table 4.6: Experiments summary of BCs using physical/logical RS.
RSs EER FRR(FAR = 10−3) FRR(FAR = 10−4) FRR(FAR = 10−5)
Stable RS 0.0108 0.0206 0.0374 0.0698
RS with SNR = 40 0.011 0.0203 0.0376 0.0699
4.1.11 Performance of the BC using user-specific RS
As many CB and BCS systems using user-specific information, our BC system allows
each user to have a user-specific RS. To test on this case, we randomly generate a RS for
each user. The experiment results are shown in Figure 4.16. (Note: the results are obtained
on whole database. And the system-wise RS is assumed stable thus it is a logical RS.)
It is quite interesting from Figure 4.16(c) that the intra-class distributions of using
system-wise and user-specific RS are quite similar. From this result, we can claim that the
introducing of system-wise RS does not change the original characteristics (distribution)
of biometrics. However, the introducing of user-specific RS makes inter-class matching
harder, thus the performance is increased. Table 4.7 shows a closer view on the compar-
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Figure 4.15.: Performance of BC using a physical/logical RS.
Table 4.7: Performance of BCs using system-wise/user-specific RS.
Level EER FRR(FAR = 10−3) FRR(FAR = 10−4) FRR(FAR = 10−5)
System-wise RS 0.0108 0.0206 0.0374 0.0698
User-Specific RS 0.0015 0.0017 0.0067 0.0159
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Figure 4.16.: Performance of BC using a system-wise(stable)/user-specific RS.
isons of performance of BC using system-wise and user-specific RS. It is obvious that BCs
using user-specific RS performs much better compared to that using system-wise RS. This
is similar to the CB systems that use user-specific information.
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4.2 Analysis and Discussions
4.2.1 Security: entropy of the BC
In the ideal case, the security of the BC is the bit string length of the BC. However, in
practice, due to the distribution of the biometric data, the entropy of the BC cannot reach
the maximum, i.e., the length of the BC. Therefore, we compute the true entropy of the BC
which is a measure of the BC security. There are two approaches to compute the entropy
of the BC: entropy summation and degrees of freedom [89].
Assume different bits in the BC are independent to each other, the entropy of the BC is
the summation of the entropy of the each bit:
∑
H(bi) = −(pr log2(pr) + (1− pr) log2(1− pr)), (4.4)
where pr is the probability of bi = 1.
However, we can expect that the bits in the BC are not always independent to each other
as IrisCode does [85]. Assume the distances between binary templates follow the binomial
distribution (which is justified through experiments), the degree of the freedom is useful in
the situation that the bits of binary templates are correlated, and it is obtained by [85]:
N = p(1− p)/σ2, (4.5)
where p is the average normalized hamming distance, σ2 is the variance of the normalized
hamming distances between different binary templates.
Guessing BC (if some other’s BC is known)
According to [90], there are correlations that exist in every iris due to the radial structure
of furrows and etc. And the information entropy of a BC, due to the correlations, can hardly
be comparable to the length of the BC. Table 4.8 summarizes the degree of freedom using
different approaches proposed in the dissertation. It is shown that the information entropy
of the BC is comparable to that of the traditional IrisCode. And the information entropy
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of the 1D Log-Gabor feature based BC and the 1D Log-Gabor template based BC reach
up to 1000 bits, which shows adequate security given nowadays computation power. Also,
according to [90], from the BC, if the attacker has no or little knowledge about how a
person’s iris bits are correlated (which is always the case with current state of knowledge),
the BC is much more secure than expected (i.e., around 1000 bits).
Table 4.8: BC: degree of freedom.
DATABASE Approach Degree of Freedom
ICE (right) 1D Log-Gabor IrisCode 882
1D BC(Signal) 749
1D BC (Feature) 1002
1D BC(Template) 1004
Security if a BC and RS both lost (guessing Key from attacker’s own key)
According to above analysis, the security of the system if both BC and RS are lost, is
equal to the key strength. The degree of freedom of the key extraction approach 1 is 76
bits, and that of the key extraction approach 3 is 269 bits. We say this security is based on
the assumption that the attacker has the knowledge of the distributions of all users’ keys.
However, as the analysis of BC’s degree of freedom, if attacker has no or little knowledge
about how a person’s key bits are correlated, the key is much more secure than expected
(i.e., around 224 bits in key extraction approach 1 as we analyzed earlier).
4.2.2 Property analysis
We analyze the properties of the concrete iris based BC authentication system according
to the definitions proposed in Section 3.2 as follows:
Security. We consider the BC system that accepts an attacker U as a certain individual
I when the attacker provides a BCU and Hamming(BCU , BCI)/Length(BC) ≤ 0.35.
In the experiments, the BC is of 12000*2 bits (Note: each fused feature is quantized and
encoded into 2 bits.). The search space is approximately 2
24000∑24000∗0.35
i=0 (
24000
i )
≈ 21582 according
to the bound given by Gallier [91]. Thus, the security of the BC system is around 1,582
bits.
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Privacy-preservation. The hardness of obtaining user biometrics from BC has been
analyzed in Subsection 3.6. It has been shown that the user biometric privacy is preserved
under different situations.
Cross-matching resistance. Various biometric credentials are considered: BCs (us-
ing RS1), BC
′s (using RS2) and IrisCodes. A very practical way proposed by Buhan et
al. is to measure the cross-matching resistance given the threshold σ when FAR equals
to FRR [92]. Under this consideration, according to our experimental results we obtain
CMR(BC,BC
′
) = 0.8106, CMR(BC, IrisCode) = 0.9881 and
CMR(IrisCode, IrisCode) = 0.0462. The results indicate that the BC mechanism im-
proves the cross-matching resistance of traditional biometric systems.
Revocability. Using the BC approach,BCs are generated usingRS1 andBC
′s are gen-
erated using RS2. If the system is replacing RS1 with RS2, we obtain CMR(BC,BC
′
) =
0.8106, which indicates that the BC approach provides good revocability.
Performance. We obtain the biometric system entropy of the BC system and conven-
tional IrisCode system, i.e., BSE(BC) = 5.93 and BSE(IrisCode) = 4.89. This result
shows that BC provides better distinguishability when compared to the IrisCode.
Usability. The proposed scheme provides the following usability: user of the scheme
does not need to remember any information; and user of the scheme does not need to carry
any physical object.
4.2.3 Time performance of the BC system
The proposed BC follows the standard steps utilized by existing biometric systems,
i.e., preprocessing, feature extraction, and matching. The additional steps are RS prepro-
cessing, RS feature extraction, RS key extraction, user key extraction and the fusion. The
preprocessing of an edge detection based approach of the RS can take around 0.3 s; the
user (RS) key extraction takes around 0.082 s. The feature extraction takes around 0.0051
s, and the fusion process can take around 0.0026 s. (Note: results are obtained through
2For comparison purpose, the CMR is obtained when the IrisCode set is partitioned into two subsets and
assumed to be the IrisCode sets for two different systems.
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experiments implemented using MatLab 2010 on a laptop with Dual-Core CPU 2.10 GHz
and 4GB RAM. The program is not optimized for the running time. If C/C++ is used, the
speed can be further improved.) Thus, the total time for all additional steps is around 0.47
s.
Through the experiments and analysis in this section, we have proven that the BC based
approach is quite usable, revocable, cross-matching resistant, and applicable to 2D Gabor
and 1D Log-Gabor approaches. It is also noteworthy that the ”lost-key” scenario is not
considered in experiments. Since in the BC model the user-intrinsic key is directly derived
from the user biometrics, they should not be considered as the “additional” factor of the
system.
4.2.4 Revocability improvement
The above proposed authentication approach uses a single RS for all user. Intuitively,
the revocation of a RS requires all users to re-register against a new reference subject which
is clearly not a good revocability solution. In this section, we propose a revocability im-
provement solution. In case that the system RSR1 needs to be revoked, the system selects a
new RSR2. For the future authentication, the BC is generated through two steps of fusions.
The first fusion happens between the sampled biometrics and R1, while the second fusion
happens between the fusion result from previous fusion and R2. Before that, the system
will update the existing database (i.e., the storing BCs) to a new set of BCs which are the
fusion between the old BCs and R2. The usability of this solution depends on the perfor-
mances of the updated BCs, which is shown in Figure 4.17. Actually, compared to the
original BCs, the performance of this updated BC set shows some degradation. However,
we can gradually update a secondary BC set, which is generated from sample biometrics
(from an authentication request) and a RS R3.
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Figure 4.17.: Performance of the updated BC set.
4.2.5 Application of BC on user identification
Identification and authentication are too different processes. We say authentication is a
process to verify the claimed identify of a user using some credentials (e.g., password, cer-
tificate, biometrics), while the identification is a process to establish user’s identify. Identi-
fication can be naturally broke into a sequence of authentications [4]. Figure 4.18 shows the
work mode of a typical biometric identification of conventional biometric systems. Here,
a template which is called query template is generated from the sampled biometrics. And
the matcher matches the query template against a set of templates coming from system
database for identification.
...
Template1
Template2Matcher
Template*
Biometrics Template’
Figure 4.18.: Identification process of conventional biometrics systems.
Let us see what will happen if the biometric identification is proceeded in a biometric
system using system-storing helper data. Examples of such a system include fuzzy commit-
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ment system, fuzzy vault, etc. In such a system (Figure 4.19), from the sample biometrics
the credential generator uses the helper data (for each identity) to extract the query cre-
dential (e.g., hash of codeword in fuzzy commitment system), and the query credential is
matched to the credential associated with the helper data. Compared to the conventional
biometrics system, identification in such system is more heavy.
Cred*||Helper*
Cred GeneratorBiometrics Cred’ Matcher
...
Cred1||Helper1
Cred2||Helper2
Figure 4.19.: Identification process of biometrics systems using helper data.
Figure 4.20 shows the word mode of identification in BC system. In the BC system,
the BC generator extracts query BC from the sampled biometrics and the RS. Thereafter,
the query BC is matched against a set of BCs stored in the system database. Here we
observe that the work mode of BC system in this scenario is quite similar to that of the
conventional biometrics systems. The only addition is the BC generation, which compared
to the systems in Figure 4.19 is much more efficient.
BC’Biometrics Matcher
...
BC Generator
BC1
BC2
BC*
RS
Figure 4.20.: Identification process of BC system.
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There is another system that requires user to provide user-specific information (e.g.,
PIN) for authentication. The work mode of such a system is similar to ours, however it re-
quires user cooperation which in many scenarios (e.g., surveillance) is not practical. Yet the
proposed BC system can be applied to identification without this kind of user cooperation.
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5 BIOMETRICS BASED ACTIVE AUTHENTICATION
This chapter presents the proposed biometrics based active authentication approach.
5.1 Threat Model
A biometric authentication system contains two stages as presented in Chapter 3: regis-
tration and verification. Initially, the system samples and pre-processes the user biometrics.
From the preprocessed biometrics, biometric features are extracted and a biometric creden-
tial (i.e., biometric template) is generated for registration. During any future verification,
the user is sampled again and through the same processes a query biometric credential (i.e.,
query template) is generated and matched against the registered one. A biometric active au-
thentication system can periodically repeat the verification stage and make authentication
decision [93].
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Figure 5.1.: Active authentication system attack model.
In Figure 5.1, we identify the attack model for the active authentication system. Dif-
ferent from the attacks on conventional biometric authentication systems [28], the attacker
can accumulate a larger amount of evidences towards user biometrics by using certain vul-
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Figure 5.2.: Proposed active authentication system.
nerabilities. Here are listing several attacks which are assumed more feasible to launch and
hard to detect and can breach system security or infringe user privacy:
• Intercept a query biometric information: the attacker can intercept the biometric cre-
dentials (e.g., biometric template) sent from the authentication client and derive user
biometrics.
• Intercept and accumulate data: different from one-time authentication, the attacker
can accumulate a larger amount of evidences (e.g., biometric credentials) towards
user biometrics by exploiting certain vulnerability of the system, and from the accu-
mulated data may be able to make educated guess of user biometrics.
• Replay old biometric data and get authenticated: the attacker replays an old biometric
data he/she observed and tries to get authenticated.
• Forge biometric credentials and get authenticated: the attacker tries to generate bio-
metric credentials, inserts it into the communication channel of the system and gets
authenticated.
• Attacks on system database: similar to the attacks in conventional biometric authen-
tication, the biometric information stored in the system database can be a target for
the attacker.
Given this model, we propose biometrics based active authentication system as follows.
5.2 Biometrics Based Active Authentication Model
In the proposed model, the user client will compute the authentication credentials and
transmit them to the server for authentication and we are not assuming there is a secure
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channel between the user client and the server, the authentication credentials are vulnerable
to various attacks, e.g., replay attack, man-in-the-middle attack, etc. For this reason, the
authentication mechanism needs to be secured.
In our previous work [32, 94], we proposed a secure and privacy-preserving biometric
credential BioCapsule (BC) which is used instead of conventional biometric template for
user authentication. The BC is a “secure fusion” of user biometrics and reference subject
(RS) biometrics using some intrinsic keys directly extracted from user biometrics and RS
biometrics. And user biometrics is secure in case of a lost BC and the RS.
For this client-server active authentication model, we propose that the user client and
the server share a common reference subject (RS). Due to the security feature of the BC,
BC transmitted from client to the server will not reveal information about user biometrics.
Considering that an attacker can replay (or forge) a BC for continuous authentication even
though the attacker cannot obtain user biometrics from the BC and that the attacker can
accumulate information to make educated guess of user biometrics even though such an
attack is not known yet, we propose the one-way hash chain to utilize temporary RSs and
generate changing BCs (i.e., one-time BCs). Because of the changing of BCs, outdated
BCs will not be matchable to the new BC. And due to the utilization of the one-way hash
chain, outdated BCs will not help to forge BCs for future verification.
It is expected that during the active authentication the legitimate user can fail to con-
tinuously provide quality biometric observations. However, the system must be able to
compute a confidence score that the current user is same as the log-in one at any given
time point even without biometric observations. For this purpose, we use fusion approach.
The fusion approach integrates the evidences along the time axis. The fusion is designed
according the criteria: 1) at a given point if no biometrics is observed, the fusion gives a
reduced confidence; and 2) older observations (i.e., older evidences) provides less certainty
about the user, thus contribute less in the fusion.
The proposed biometrics based active authentication system consists of several stages
(Figure 5.2): user registration, log-in authentication and continuous authentication.
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• User registration (Figure 5.3): the system samples user biometrics, and fuses user
biometrics with a long-term RS biometrics RSL by “secure fusion” [94]. From
the fused biometrics a “registered BC” BCR is extracted and stored in the system
database. The long-term RS RSL is stored both in the server and the authentication
client.
BC
Secure
Fusion
User Biometrics
RS
Registered
Figure 5.3.: User registration.
• Log-in authentication: the system samples user biometrics and fuses the user biomet-
rics with the RSL through “secure fusion”. From the fused biometrics, a query BC
BCQ is generated and sent to the server. The server will match BCQ with the regis-
tered BCR, and the similarity score of the two BCs is matched against a pre-defined
threshold for authentication. Upon a successful log-in authentication, the server
sends the client a seed RSRSS . The client and the server can generate independently
from the shared seed RSRSS a list of short-term RSs (i.e., RSi = hash(RSj)) using
a one-way hash chain and reverse order of the list, the set of short-term RSs is rep-
resented using RS1, RS2, · · · , RSn such that it is infeasible to derive RSj from RSi
(j > i) (Note: the user can also pre-loaded with a set of short-term RSs. However,
more storage is required.).
Temporary RSt
Secure
Fusion
Secure
Fusion
Secure
Fusion
Matching
Temporary RSt
Registered BC
One−time BC SCOREt
Query BC
One−time BC
User Biometrics
Long−term RS 
Figure 5.4.: One-time BC generation and matching.
• Continuous authentication: after a successful log-in authentication, the system enters
into the continuous authentication stage. Periodically the system samples user bio-
metrics. At the jth sampling, at the client side a one-time BC (i.e.,BCQj ) is generated
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using RSj and sent to the server. The server matches BC
Q
j and the corresponding
one-time BC BC ′j generated using BC
R and the same RSj . A score SCOREj
recording the similarity between BCQj and BC
′
j is obtained (Figure 5.4). Consider-
ing the SCOREs (i.e., SCOREi, · · · , SCOREj) obtained during a time window
W , the server fuses those scores and computes a confidence score that records the
belief that the current user (present at the jth sampling) is the same as the log-in user
(as shown in Figure 5.5). W can be as large as containing all previous SCOREs
since successful log-in authentication, or as small as containing only latest SCORE.
The confidence score is compared to a pre-defined threshold θ for “Y/N” decision of
locking the current session. The selection of W and θ is related to the security (e.g.,
how quickly the intrusion can be detected) and usability (i.e., how legal user can use
the system), which will be justified through experiments later (Note: in another word,
according to security and usability requirements, choices of W and θ can be made.) .
Confidence Score
Score Fusion
time
log−in
authentication
Window W
...
SCOREi
SCOREi+1
SCOREj
Figure 5.5.: Score fusion for continuous authentication.
Different fusion mechanisms which meet the criteria mentioned above can be used for
computing the confidence score. Two are used here: Time-Decaying score fusion and
Dempster-Shafer score fusion (Note: we will compare the performance of various fusion
mechanisms in the following section.). At a given time j, from a time window W a set of
similarity scores SCOREi, · · · , SCOREj is obtained along the time axis (i.e., SCOREi
is an older observation, SCOREj is the current (latest) observation). Each score, denoted
using SCORE∗, is a quantization of similarity between the current user and the log-in user,
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and can be used as an indication of the confidence that the current user is same as the log-in
user. The Time-Decaying fusion based confidence score CONFj (at time j) is obtained
by:
CONF decayk = w ∗ CONF decayk−1 ∗ e−r∆t + (1− w) ∗ SCOREk, (5.1)
k = 2, · · · , j, where w is a weight, ∆t is the difference between current time and the time
when CONF decayk−1 is computed, and r is the decay rate. By adjusting w and r an older
observation can be made contribute less in the fusion.
The Dempster-Shafer score fusion is derived from Dempster-Shafer theory [95], which
allows to combine evidences from different sources and arrive at a degree of belief that
takes into account all the available evidences. The Dempster-Shafer fusion based confi-
dence score is obtained by [96]:
CONFDSk =
(CONFDSk−1 ∗ SCOREk)p
((CONFDSk−1 ∗ SCOREk)p + ((NonCONFDSk−1) ∗ (NonSCOREk))p)
, (5.2)
k = 2, · · · , j, where p is the parameter to weight the evidence. We say SCOREk and
NonSCOREk is the belief and disbelief that the user (at time k) is same as the log-in user,
and
NonCONFDS∗ = 1− CONFDS∗ ,
NonSCORE∗ = 1− SCORE∗
Eq. 5.2 is a generalization of Dempster-Shafer theory, and it is suitable to fuse information
from the same source (i.e., in our case, a set of SCOREs from the same client). According
to [97], choosing a p setting p > 0.5 will weight more on the newly coming observations,
while choosing a setting p < 0.5 will give less weight when new observations are fused.
It is possible that at a given time no biometric observation is obtained, at this situation
the confidence score needs to be reduced but not directly drop to zero. Dropping direct
to zero will generate lots of false rejection thus deteriorate system usability. The Time-
Decay fusion (Eq. 5.1) can meet the criteria though decaying. For Dempster-Shafer fusion,
assigning SCORE = 0 will make confidence score directly drop to zero according to
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Eq. 5.2 and violates this criteria. For this reason we assume that there is a “virtual user” and
assign SCORE (andNonSCORE) a small value to indicate that the “virtual” user is same
to the log-in user with small belief (and disbelief). In the following, we use SCOREno and
NonSCOREno to specify belief and disbelief when no biometric observation is obtained
at a sampling time, and it is not necessary that SCOREno +NonSCOREno = 1.
As mentioned above, the system sets a threshold θ. At a given time point, if the con-
fidence score is above θ, the continuous authentication phase is continued. While if the
confidence score drops below θ, the session is automatically logged out.
5.3 Security Analysis
In the following we analyze how the proposed system can defeat against potential at-
tacks.
• Intercept a query biometric credential: obtaining user biometrics from a lost BCQi
needs to decompose two steps of “secure fusions”. The first fusion fuses user bio-
metrics with a long-term RS, and the second one fuses the query BC (i.e., the fusion
result from the first fusion) and a short-term RS. According to our analysis, user
biometrics is secure against a lost BC (and the RS) [94], that is, decomposing one
“secure fusion” is difficult. Thus such an attack is not feasible.
• Intercept and accumulate data: If the system does not have the second fusion and
uses only query BC for continuous authentication, even though the fusion is secure,
it is possible that the attacker accumulates a large number of the query BCs and
make educated guess of user biometrics (although it is not known how to do the
guessing). The system introduces the second fusion, through which one-time BCs
are generated using changing short-term RSs. Thus for each intercepting one-time
BC, a new unknown (i.e., the corresponding short-term RS) is introduced to confuse
the attacker. With/without knowing the short-term RSs, the secure fusion makes the
deriving of the query BC from one-time BCs difficult. Thus accumulation of one-
time BCs will not help to recover query BC and then derive user biometrics.
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• Replay old credentials and get authenticated: due to the usage of short-term RSs in
the second “secure fusion”, each one-time BC is generated from a different short-
term RS. Thus the old one-time BC cannot match to new one-time BCs toward dif-
ferent short-term RSs. Replaying attack is not feasible.
• “Forge biometric credentials and get authenticated” can happen if the attacker can:
(i) forge one-time BC without any knowledge; (ii) forge one-time BC BCQj (j > i)
if an older observation BCQi is obtained; and (iii) forge one-time BC BC
Q
j (j > i) if
an older observation BCQi and its corresponding RSi are both obtained. It is evident
that among those three attacks, attack (iii) is the easiest one. Such an attack, however,
in our approach is hard. Firstly, similar to the attack as analyzed in [94], given a one-
time BC (e.g., BCi) and its corresponding RS (e.g., RSi) obtaining another fusion
component (i.e., the query BC BCQ towards the long-term RS ) is hard. Secondly,
given RSi obtaining RSj (j > i) is hard due to the usage of the one-way hash chain.
Without the two components BCQ and RSj , forging BC
Q
j is difficult.
Above analysis indicates that the proposed system can defeat various attacks raised in
our security model.
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6 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In this chapter, we will quantitatively analyze the performance (i.e., security, usability) of
the proposed system.
6.1 Experiment Setting and Evaluation Metrics
Some commonly used biometrics are iris, face, fingerprints, etc. Among these tech-
niques, iris is tested to be one of the most reliable ones [85]. In this section we use iris as
a case to test the performance of the proposed system. A typical iris recognition system
includes the following major steps: image acquisition, iris segmentation, feature extrac-
tion, template generation and matching. The proposed system uses one-time BC instead of
template for matching. The process of one-time iris BC generation is shown in Figure 6.1,
which includes the iris image acquisition, iris segmentation, long-term BC generation [94],
one-time BC generation.
The iris segmentation locates the iris region. We used the circle-based edge detection
to find the pupillary and limbic boundary. And we transferred the extracted iris to the
polar coordinates and generated the mask map (for matching). For BC generation, we used
the BC proposed in [94] in which 1D Log-Gabor is used as a bandpass filter for feature
extraction [84]:
G(ω) = e
− log((ω/ω0)2)
2 log(σ)2 , (6.1)
where σ is controlling the filter bandwidth and ω0 is the filter’s center frequency and de-
rived from filter wavelength. The similarity of the one-time BC from client (i.e., user)
and another one computed by the authentication server is calculated. These similarity
scores which are collected along time dimension are fused by either Time-Decay fusion
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Figure 6.1.: One-time iris BC generation.
or Dempster-Shafer fusion. Experiment results will show the advantages of different fu-
sions under different situations.
A challenge for continuous authentication system is that without active cooperation
it is possible that there could be no quality biometric observations: the user either fails
to provide biometrics or provides poor quality biometrics, e.g., occluded images. In the
following, we call frames containing no quality biometric observations invalid frames. And
it is reasonable to assume that there is a preprocessing step using certain mechanism (as
proposed in [35]) to measure the quality of the iris frames and filter out invalid frames.
Database. The performance of the proposed technique was simulated based on the ICE
database [83] which is provided by National Institute of Standards and Technology for the
Iris Challenge Evaluation (ICE) 2005. We performed experiments based on the right eye set
for system evaluation. We chose one iris image from ICE as our long-term RS (Figure 4.2
(a)) and one iris image from UBIRIS [87] as the RS seed (Figure 4.2 (b)) to generate a set
of short-term RSs.
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Evaluation Metrics. Typical metrics for one-time authentication are FAR (false ac-
ceptance rate) and FRR (false rejection rate). However, these metrics do not consider time
information for continuous authentication. For continuous authentication, Sim et al. pro-
posed metrics, e.g.,“Time to Correct Reject”, “probability of Time to Correct Reject”, ect.,
based on timing information [61]. Here, we observe that time consists of two factors: frame
number and sample frequency. Assume for a time period T , N frames (either valid or in-
valid) are sampled for biometrics. Obviously, the sample rate is N/T , and each frame if
authenticated can grant access for a time period T/N . To ease the analysis, we use the
frame as basis for new performance metrics. Also we use the following metrics for evalua-
tion of security of the system.
• EER and ROC for Log-in. The proposed system uses one-time BC for log-in authen-
tication. Thus same as conventional one-time authentication system, we use EER
and ROC to measure the log-in authentication accuracy.
• Usability. Analogous to GAR (genuine acceptance rate), the usability is defined to
be the fraction of the total time that a legitimate user is granted access by the system.
For instance, a legitimate user tried to get authenticated for a time period during
which N frames are sampled. And the user can get access for n out of N frames.
The usability will be n/N .
• Frame to Safe Continue Use (FSCU). For continuous authentication, it is possible
that during a time period a legitimate user fails or an impostor is careful not to present
any biometric observations (i.e., continuous invalid frames are provided). In this
case, the system gradually reduces the confidence score and after certain time when
the confidence score drops below a threshold, rejects the user. For higher security
requirements, the FSCU should be set smaller, however a smaller FSCU may give
lower usability, vice versa.
• Frame to Correct Reject (FCR). “Time to Correct Reject” is proposed in [61] which
considers the intruder’s presence not harmful as long as he/she takes no actions (e.g.,
copy files). Different from this, we define FCR be the number of observed valid
frames between the system starts to observe intruder’s presence until the system logs
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out the intruder. A small FCR indicates that the system can detect the presence of
intruders more quickly, while a small FCR can also reduce system usability.
• Security Characteristic (SC). Security is defined to be
1/ log (FCR + 1) log (FSCU + 1). (6.2)
An intruder may be careful not to present any biometric observations to the sys-
tem. In this case, the intruder can illegally use the system for a time period during
which a number (i.e., equal to FSCU) of frames are sampled. The higher the FCR,
the lower security is obtained. Also FCR contributes to the security characteris-
tic of the system. The bigger the SC is, more secure the system obtains. Given
the most secure case that (FSCU = 1) whenever an invalid frame is sampled by
the system, the user is rejected and that (FCR = 1) intruders are always rejected
within one valid frame, the ideal security the system provided. And at this situa-
tion, SC = 1/ log (1 + 1) log (1 + 1) = 2.0814. As FSCU and FCR increase, less
security the system provides.
• Usability-Security Characteristic Curve (USC). The USC is a plot of Usability versus
SC. Similar to conventional one-time authentication, the system will make authenti-
cation decision based on a threshold θ. If the confidence score is bigger than θ, the
user is accepted, vice versa. For a θ, a Usability and corresponding SC are obtained.
By changing the θ, the USC curve is obtained. USC is helpful for selecting a θ given
various Usability and SC requirements.
6.2 Analysis of Log-in Authentication
The log-in authentication uses the BC. Thus we constructed a BC using the long-term
RS (as shown in Figure 4.2 (a)) for each image from the right set of the ICE database
and cross-matched them. The EER (i.e., equal error rate when FAR equals to FRR) of the
system is 1.16%, and the authentication accuracy is around 98.84%. These results indicate
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that the BC is good for identity-bearing and the iris based BC can be used as identity
credentials for log-in authentication.
6.3 Analysis of One-time BC Performance
Figure 6.2.: Performance of the One-time BCs.
The continuous authentication stage uses one-time BCs to generate confidence score.
And identity-bearing of one-time BCs is important for computing good confidence scores.
To test the identity-bearing of one-time BC, we constructed a one-time BC using the long-
term RS (as shown in Figure 4.2 (a)) and short-term RS (as shown in Figure 4.2 (b)) for each
image from the right set of the ICE database, and cross-matched them. The ROC curve for
one-time BC matching is shown in Figure 6.2. The EER (i.e., equal error rate when FAR
equals to FRR) of the system is 1.20%, and the authentication accuracy is around 98.80%.
Moreover, instead of using the same short-term RS (as the experiment setting), each user’s
one-time BC generation actually is using a different short-term RS (since each user has
different RS seed), which will gives better one-time BC performance.
6.4 Analysis of Fusion Methods for Continuous Authentication
To simulate the experiment setting of continuous sampling of biometrics, we used right
ICE set as the basis to generate synthetic data. For each user from ICE we selected one
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iris image and randomly introduced noise into this image to generate a set of synthetic iris
images. There are 124 users from ICE, and for each user 100 synthetic iris images are
generated. The inter-class and intra-class similarity of BCs derived from those synthetic
images have the similar distribution compared to that of the ICE. We divided 124 users into
two sets: one contains 50 legitimate users, and the other contains 74 illegitimate users. To
evaluate the performance of the continuous authentication, we created 50 × 74 sessions.
And each session is opened by a legitimate user and taken over by an illegitimate user.
Three cases are considered in the experiments: 1) ideally all the biometric data are acquired
at fix sampling time; 2) at a certain rate (e.g., 0.1) users fail to provide biometric data and
invalid frames are randomly distributed; and 3) legitimate users fail to provide biometric
data for a time period. Other scenarios can be trivial, for instance, the intruder intentionally
does not provide biometrics, which is same to the situation that the legitimate user does the
same thing. Figure 6.3 shows the confidence scores of different fusion approaches for one
randomly selected session. For Time-Decay fusion, decay rate r = 0.2 and weight w = 0.5
are used. For Dempster-Shafer fusion, SCOREno = NonSCOREno = 0.2 and p = 0.8
are used.
Case 1). To construct this session, 100 frames of a legitimate user which are followed
by 100 frames of an intruder are injected into the fusion approaches one by one. Fig-
ure 6.3(a) shows the confidence scores for the ideal situation. Figure 6.3(a)-(i) shows the
similarity scores SCOREs of matching of one-time BCs. Figure 6.3(a)-(ii) shows the
confidence scores of Time-Decay fusion. Figure 6.3(a)-(iii) to Figure 6.3(a)-(v) show the
confidence scores of Dempster-Shafer fusion with different window size. The one-time BC
and Time-Decay fusion shows the most fluctuation.
Case 2). To construct this session, 100 frames of a legitimate user which are followed
by 100 frames of an intruder are injected into the fusion approaches one by one. And at a
certain rate (i.e., 0.1) invalid frames are randomly injected into the session. Given rate =
0.1, that is, the legitimate user provides 110 frames with 10 of them are invalid (because of
“lacks of quality biometric observations issue) and the same for the intruder. Figure 6.3(b)
shows the results. Without fusion approaches, using only one-time BC, the system can
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Figure 6.3.: Confidence scores of a legitimate + impostor session.
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Figure 6.4.: Usability-Security Characteristic Curve (USC).
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reject all those frames, thus a higher false rejection can be predicted. Using the fusion, the
confidence scores will not show dramatic decrease even though no biometric observations
are provided at given time points. Compared to Dempster-Shafer fusion, the Time-Decay
fusion shows more fluctuation.
Case 3). To construct this session, 100 frames of a legitimate user which are followed
by 100 frames of an intruder are injected into the fusion approaches one by one. And
then at a given time, a number of invalid frames (i.e., 20) are injected into the genuine
session continuously. As time elapses, the Time-Decay fusion presents a quicker decrease
of the confidence score (Figure 6.3(c)-(ii)), while the Dempster-Shafer fusion presents a
smoother decrease at first (Figure 6.3(c)-(iii) to Figure 6.3(c)-(v)). It is worth mentioning
that by changing the decay rate r of Time-Decay and SCOREno(NonSCOREno) and p
for Dempster-Shafer the decrease can be adjusted. And it shows that the Dempster-Shafer
(All) turns to give a smooth curve and not decrease any more when more invalid frames
are injected (as shown in Figure 6.3(c)-(v)). However, considering a given window size W ,
after W −1 invalid frames are injected, the confidence score dramatically decreases to zero
when the W th frame is injected (as shown in Figure 6.3(c)-(iii) and Figure 6.3(c)-(iv)).
And in all these three cases, compared to the Time-Decay fusion the Dempster-Shafer
fusion computes confidence scores which show more distinctiveness between the genuine
session and the impostor session.
The goal of the continuous authentication is to provide system security (e.g., detect
the intrusion as soon as possible) while maintain a certain usability for the legitimate user.
Figure 6.4 is a plot of Usability versus the Security of the different fusion approaches for
various threshold θ. The results were coming from the average of 50 × 74 sessions. In-
tuitively, for the lower security, the system can allow a longer time period that the user
provides no biometric observations or slower that the intruder is detected, which indicates
higher usability. Figure 6.4(a) gives the USCs of various fusion approaches under ideal sit-
uation, that is, all frames are valid. Under this situation, when security is lower (e.g.,< 0.4)
the usability of Time-Decay fusion and Dempster-Shafer fusion (WindowSize=5) are bet-
ter, which is close to 1. When security is higher (e.g., > 0.9), the Dempster-Shafer fusion
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provides better usability compared to the Time-Decay fusion. And the bigger the Window-
Size of the Dempster-Shafer fusion, the higher the usability is. The ideal situation is hard
to achieve, thus we also simulated the situation that at a given rate (i.e., 0.1) the user fails to
provide quality biometric observations. The results are shown in Figure 6.4(b). Under this
situation, with lower security requirement (e.g., < 0.45), the usability of Dempster-Shafer
fusion (WindowSize=5) provides highest usability, while with higher security requirement
(e.g., > 0.9), the usability of Dempster-Shafer fusion provides also higher usability com-
pared to the Time-Decay fusion. And for medium security, the Time-Decay fusion outper-
forms others.
Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 summarize the FCR given usability = 0.9, usability = 0.95 and
usability = 0.99. The tables show that the Dempster-Shafer (WindowSize =5) can detect
intrusion more quickly given certain usability. Generally higher security is obtained at
the expense of less usability. The results in Figure 6.4, Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 can help
determine the trade-off between usability and security.
Table 6.1: Summary of FCR (ideal).
Approach FCR (Usability=0.9) FCR (Usability = 0.95) FCR (Usability=0.99)
Time-Decay 1-3 1-4 1-5
Dempster-Shafer (WindowSize =5) 1-4 1-5 1-5
Dempster-Shafer (WindowSize =15) 1-5 1-6 1-13
Dempster-Shafer (All) 1-5 1-6 1-13
Table 6.2: Summary of FCR (Non-ideal).
Approach FCR (Usability=0.9) FCR (Usability = 0.95) FCR (Usability=0.99)
Time-Decay 1-19 1-22 1-95
Dempster-Shafer (WindowSize =5) 1-5 1-6 1-7
Dempster-Shafer (WindowSize =15) 1-13 1-14 1-14
Dempster-Shafer (All) 1-3 1-14 1-14
Sample Rate. For continuous authentication, it is important to decide the sample rate:
how frequent it is to sample the biometrics. The sample rate is closely related to the secu-
rity and system performance. It is evident that more frequent sampling will provide higher
security also higher processing overhead. For instance, the preprocessing including the
segmentation of iris images can take time ranging from 0.2 to 0.4s, and the one-time BC
generation can take time ranging from 0.1 to 0.2s (Note: results are obtained through ex-
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periments implemented using MatLab 2010 on a laptop with Dual-Core CPU 2.10 GHz
and 4GB RAM.). Generally the sampling rate cannot exceed the processing rate (i.e., BC
generation rate, and commonly they are in the same pace), that is, around 2 BCs per second.
However, it is also possible that the system samples the user biometrics more frequently
and according to the quality of the biometrics within a time window selects the best quality
image and generate one-time BC towards to this image.
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7 COMPARISON WITH EXISTING WORKS
7.1 Comparison of BC with Typical BCS and CB
This section compares the BC scheme with typical existing BCS and CB approaches in
terms of both security and accuracy. From the security aspect, spoofing and replay attacks
Table 7.1: Key approaches security summary.
Potential Attack Fuzzy Commitment Shielding function Fuzzy Vault Key Generation Non-invertible transform Biometric salting ours
Substitution R NK NK NK S (lost token) SP R
Blended Substitution NK NK S NK NK NK R
Brute force SP NK SP SP NK NK RP
Attacks on error SP NA NA NA NA NA NA
correction code
Attacks on chaff points NA NA SP NA NA NA NA
False acceptance attacks NK NK NK S NK S (stolen token) RP
Record Multiplicity SP SP SP SP SP NK RP
Collusion (same secret)
Cross-matching attack SP S SP NK NK NK RP
(different secret)
Internal collusion attack NK NK NK NK NK NK RP
“Lost-token (secret)” SP NK SP NK S S RP
SP: Suffer Possible; NK: Not Known; RP: Resistant Proved: NA: Not Applicable; S: Suffer; R: Resistant
are not considered, and there are other technologies (e.g. liveness detection) to defeat such
attacks. Here, we mainly consider the potential attacks against BCS and CB identified
by [4]. These attacks include but not limited to attacks on error correction codes of fuzzy
commitment, attacks via record multiplicity on shielding function, and so on. Table 7.1
summarizes different security/attack parameters mentioned by [4] and the security capabil-
ity of typical BCS and CB approaches as well as the BC mechanism.
For the BC mechanism, there are following analysis:
• Substitution attack: this is a typical attack on biometric salting when attacker ob-
tains secret transform parameters or secret keys [4]. In such an attack, the attacker
alters the contents of a biometric record with or without knowing the biometric
data [46]. Performing such an attack is difficult in our system if a physical RS is
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used and RS biometrics is sampled on-the-fly for each authentication request, since
this system does not store RS logically and it is more robust against remote attacking
attempts to RS. Without the RS, forging a BC is difficult.
• Blended substitution attack: this is a typical attack on fuzzy vault in which a user’s
template and the attacker’s template can be merged into one single template for au-
thentication [4]. The mixing of user’s BC and the attacker’s BC generates a gabble
result since the BC itself is a mixing of the user biometrics and the RS biometrics.
• Brute force attack: Some BCS approaches suffer from brute force attacks when the
generated keys are short [4]. According to our property analysis in Subsection 4.2.2,
BC provides quite large search space, and the brute force attack against BC is diffi-
cult.
• Attacks on error correction code: improper utilization of error correction codes in
fuzzy commitment schemes could be security and privacy vulnerable according to
existing studies [4, 98–100], however such attack is not applicable to the BC mecha-
nism.
• Attacks on chaff points: the security of a fuzzy vault highly relies on the methodol-
ogy of generating chaff points [4,101], but such an attack is not applicable to the BC
mechanism.
• False acceptance attacks: the performance of some BCS and CB, as compared
to conventional biometric systems, is decreased [4]. In particular, some biometric
salting in the event of a lost token, suffers from this false acceptance attack [4]. Our
experimental results show that the BC approach does not have much degradation on
system performance, thus the BC approach is less vulnerable to it.
• Attack via record multiplicity (Collusion attack): the vulnerability of the secure
sketches and fuzzy extractors in the case that an impostor is in possession of multiple
invocations of the same secret was noted by many researches [102]. Fuzzy vault and
fuzzy commitment, as two concrete implementations using fuzzy extractors, suffer
from this collusion attack. Moreover, if the attacker has the knowledge of the secret,
the template can be recovered [46]. In the BC mechanism, we consider that attackers
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get copies of BCs using the same secret (i.e., RS). Such collusion attack, as we
analyzed above, is reduced to solving an undetermined equation system. There are
no determined solution to such a system. Even if the attacker knows the secret, such
an attack, in our system, is reduced to solving an interval linear equation system;
solving an interval linear equation system is NP-hard [86].
• Cross-matching (linkability) attack: it is demonstrated that any quantization ap-
proach suffers from this cross-matching attack [4, 92], thus infringes user privacy.
Our security proof and experimental results justify that the cross-matching in the BC
mechanism is hardly feasible.
• Internal collusion attack: insiders collect their BCs generated using the same sys-
tem secret (RS) and try to obtain the secret [4]. Considering the fact that such an
attack requires the attackers (insiders of the system) to share their biometrics (and
they may reluctantly do so [4]), this type of attack could be rare. Regardless, such
an attack is reduced to solving an interval linear equation system; solving an interval
linear equation system is NP-hard [86].
• “Lost-token”: some approaches exhibit high vulnerabilities when attackers are in
possession of secret tokens [4, 53]. However, our security analysis demonstrates that
even though the system secret (RS) is compromised, attackers cannot use it to further
derive another user’s biometrics.
Through the above comparisons and analysis, it is evident that the BC approach is
able to defeat various attacks which challenge existing approaches. In the following, we
will compare the BC approach to existing typical approaches in terms of EER (equal error
rate), FAR (false acceptance rate), FRR (false rejection rate) and other factors related to
system performance.
Table 7.2: Key approaches performance summary.
Authors Category Performance(%) Remarks
Hao et al. [90] Fuzzy commitment 0.47 FRR/0 FAR ideal images; 44 bit security
Rathgeb et al. [12] Fuzzy commitment 4.92 FRR training; CASIAv3
Wu et al. [103] Fuzzy vault 5.56 FRR/0 FAR training; partial images from CASIAv1.0
Rathgeb et al. [15] Quantization 4.91 FRR 5 enroll samples; CASIAv3
Hammerle et al. [104] Cancelable 1.3 EER CASIAv3
Ouda et al. [105] Cancelable 2.31 EER CASIAv3; partial images; training
Ours Hybrid 0.94 EER (entire ICE) no training, no requirements on multiple samples,
0.61 EER (entire CASIAv1.0) test on both non-ideal and ideal, quality and entire data set
1.58 FRR/0 FAR (quality ICE)
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Through the above comparisons and analysis, it is evident that the BC approach is able
to defeat various attacks which challenge existing approaches. Regarding to authentica-
tion performance, as is known in biometric practice image distortion and low-quality make
it hard to achieve zero FAR with concurrent zero FRR. By adjusting the threshold of ac-
cepting or rejecting the user authentication, the systems actually balance the FAR and the
FRR. In the following, we will compare the BC approach to existing typical approaches by
providing the FRRs (with corresponding FARs) and other factors related to system perfor-
mance.
Table 7.2 summarizes key approaches to BCS and CB, as well as the BC approach. For
comparison, we implemented the BC approach on both the ICE2005 and CASIAv1.0 [106]
databases. As a typical fuzzy commitment approach, Hao et al.’s scheme [90] presents an
impressive FRR result. However, according to Bringer et al. [107], the 700 images in their
experiment are ideal, and the approach does not perform as well as the same parameters
on the ICE database while also giving too large a rate of FRR (e.g., 10% of FRR with
0.80% of FAR). And its 44 bits operation security is not adequate in current cryptographic
applications. Another fuzzy commitment scheme proposed by Rathgeb et al. [12] obtains a
4.92% FRR for CASIAv3 database using training. The BC approach does not use training,
and on the entire ICE set gives a 0.94% EER, and 4.12% FRR when FAR is set to 10−5,
on ICE quality image set (Note: quality image is not equivalent to ideal image) gives a
0.29% EER, 0.96% FRR when FAR is 10−5, and 1.58% FRR when FAR is set to 0. Ac-
cording to Bringer et al. [107] there is a theoretical limit for the systems using classic error
correction codes on achievable optimal FRR for ICE, which is FRR 2.49% for key length
42, 4.87% for key length 80 and 9.1% for key length 128 if an optimal error correction
code is available. The security strength of these systems is equal to the length of the key.
And the security of our system depends on BC, whose security strength is much longer
than 128 bits as analyzed in Subsection 4.2.2. Furthermore, the key is used directly for
matching and authentication, thus the goal is to obtain longer and 100-percent stable keys
from multiple biometrics. In contrast, the keys in our BC system are not used for matching
but for transformation and fusion of a user’s biometrics and the RS biometrics. The roles
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of keys in two mechanisms are not the same, thus, the performance comparison between
systems using classical error correction codes and ours in terms of key length does not give
much sensible information. However, if we could literally compare the security strength of
the systems using classic error correction codes and the BC system in terms of key length,
we can analyze as follows. The BC scheme extracts keys based on total 12,000 biometric
features of each preprocessed image and the key length is 12,000 (in bits). The key strength
(as analyzed earlier) is 224 (in bits). Thus, the keys in BC longer than 128 will have bet-
ter security strength; furthermore, the performance of our BC scheme in terms of FRR is
better.
A fuzzy vault approach for iris was presented by Wu et al. [103]. It uses CASIAv1.0
and chooses 3 good quality images out of 7 for each subject, uses 2 images for each subject
for training, and the other one for test, and obtains 5.56% FRR. Reddy [108] proposed a
hardened fuzzy vault scheme applied on CASIAv1.0 and obtained 9.6 FRR. Rathgeb [15]
proposed a quantization approach to generate keys, and obtained 4.91% FRR for CASIAv3.
It considered that every subject would provide 5 enroll samples to obtain the quantization
parameters, for some situations acquiring multiple samples could be not practical. The
proposed BC mechanism does not need training and does not require multiple enrollment
samples.
Hammerle [104] and Odua [105] developed cancelable biometrics for iris, and they
used CASIAv3 database and obtained 1.3% and 2.31% EER respectively when applying
the approach on entire CASIAv3 and partial images (with training). For some experiments,
we were not able to obtain some details, e.g., how they select good quality images, how
they train, etc. We used the entire CASIAv1.0 database, which has the same image quality
as CASIAv3, and our EER result is 0.61%. If we use quality images according to our
criteria, we can obtain 0 EER.
The security and authentication accuracy of the BC approach is comparable to and out-
performs some BCS and CS approaches through the comparison. The comparison also
establishes a good position for the BC mechanism; it is different from current multi-model
approaches [109] (e.g., combining iris and face) and hybrid methods (e.g., [25] using user
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biometrics and additional PIN, [110] integrating fuzzy vault with fuzzy commitment). The
proposed BC approach involves a key extraction from user biometrics and also a transfor-
mation of user biometrics through fusion. As it uses one factor (i.e. user’s single biomet-
rics) without additional PIN/password, we suggest it is a new category.
7.2 Comparison of BC Based Active Authentication with Existing Works
Table 7.3: Active authentication summary.
Approach Technique Pre-registration Training Cost Security and Privacy Performance Metrics
Sim [61] face, fingerprint Yes Yes Mouse (fingerprint) N Time to correct reject
Usability, etc
Niinuma [59] Soft face, clothing No Yes common camera N FAR/FRR
Monrose [68] keystroke Yes Yes standard keyboard N stokes to reject
Niinuma [62] face, body No Yes common camera N FAR/FRR,
no results reported
Altinok [60] face, voice, fingerprint Yes Yes camera, recorder N FAR/FRR
sensor for fingerprint
Chowdhury [71] cognitive Yes N/A health-care sensors N N/A
Kurkovsky [72] RFID Yes No RFID equipments N N/A
Ours Iris Yes No NIR camera Y SC, Usability
frame to reject
Table 7.3 is giving a summary on typical active authentication approaches. According
to the technique used, we category existing approaches into biometrics-based active authen-
tication (what you are) and possession-based active authentication (what you have). The
choice of techniques is related to its cost. Biometrics based active authentication can also
be fine-tuned into physiological biometrics based active authentication, behavioral biomet-
rics based active authentication, or cognitive biometrics based active authentication. It is
worthy to mention that not every biometrics is suitable for active authentication. It has to
be either continuous in its manner, e.g. typing, mouse movement, brain activity, or can be
efficiently measured continuously, e.g. fingerprint (with special mouse), face or eye scan.
Similarly, it is true for the possession-based active authentication. Existing physiological
biometrics based active authentication usually uses face, fingerprint [111], while behavior
biometrics based active authentication uses keystrokes, mouse movement [38, 56].
We can also categorize the techniques into pre-registration required or pre-registration
free active authentication. The pre-registration required active authentication asks for infor-
mation about user credentials (mainly biometrics) ahead for the continuous authentication,
while the pre-registration free active authentication registers user credentials at the initial
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log-in stage. For pre-registration free active authentication a common attack is log-in cre-
dential lost attack. Such system usually uses passwords or other credentials artificially
bound to a user. If the credential is lost, the system cannot detect the intruder. Training
is an important consideration for such systems also. The cost of the active authentication
systems also varies, and some of the systems require specific requirements, e.g., mouse,
RFID reader. Right now, there is hardly a common set of metrics for active authentication,
thus from this aspect it is hard to make comparisons. We also list the metrics for system
performance evaluation in various systems. And an important factor is the system security
and user privacy. Current approaches mainly focus on system performance, yet we also
consider the security of the system and privacy of users.
The proposed system can work various biometrics for active authentication providing
both system security and user privacy. The iris biometrics is used as a case study here. Iris
works with near infrared light, so an NIR camera is required. The proposed approach does
not need training. And we proposed useful metrics considering timing information: SC,
etc. Our experimental results show security and usability trade-off.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We will continue to study the proposed BC authentication system. Our future work
includes but not limits to:
• Investigate the interoperability of the BC mechanism: the architecture (Figure 8.1)
consists of: multiple servers, each with a different reference subject. A user can
enroll at one server and be verified at a server rather than the server the user enrolled.
The verification will be conducted via multiple servers by BC composition.
Figure 8.1.: The interoperability of the BC mechanism.
• Extend the system to other biometrics, e.g., face, fingerprints.
In this research, we proposed a user-friendly, secure, privacy-preserving and revocable
secure fusion based biometric authentication method. The proposed approach involves key
extraction: the extracted key is used in a “secure fusion” for mixing the user’s biometrics
and a reference subject’s biometrics, and the fused biometrics is fed into an existing bio-
metric system to generate a BioCapsule for authentication. The proposed BC mechanism
has many desired features: 1) security analysis shows that the approach is secure and able
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to defeat various attacks, thus the security of the user biometrics is guaranteed and the
user privacy is preserved; 2) experimental results prove the revocability of the proposed
approach; 3) both security analysis and experimental results justify the cross-matching re-
sistance of the proposed approach; 4) comparisons with existing approaches and the exper-
imental results show comparable performance to traditional approaches and other BCS and
CB systems; 5) the BC mechanism is generally applicable to typical biometric modules
verified through experiments, thus, it can be fed into newly designed biometric systems
to continuously enhance the authentication accuracy in the long run; 6) the unlinkability
experiment proves the interoperatability of the BC system, and it supports “one-click sign
on” across multiple systems by using a distinct RS on each system without infringing user
privacy; and 7) the system does not require user training, and is both easy to use and trans-
parent to end-users since they are not required to remember a password or carry a token.
In addition, the BC can be naturally applied in continuous authentication to achieve a se-
cure and privacy-preserving biometrics based active authentication system. We use fusion
approaches to tackle the “lacks of quality biometric observation” issue. We also identify
potential attacks for biometrics based active authentication and propose an effective mech-
anism to defeat them. Upon utilizing the biometrics, the system preserves user biometric
privacy. Our simulation results show the effectiveness of the active authentication system
and also provide a good evidence for selecting trade-off between security and usability.
These features make the proposed BC mechanism a user-centric authentication approach.
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